THE ORNAMENTS WRITTEN
VIRGINAL BOOK
The ornaments
Continental
which

written

OUT IN NOTES IN THE FITZWILLIAM

out in notes in the FVB are, like their

counterparts,

a stock of regularly

form part of the written-out

the treatment
ornaments

given them by the Virginalists

written

virtuosic

They are integrated

inseparably

part of it.

the same principle

inherent

in the musical

structure

of one of the most important
music,

any meaningful

type, which

discussion

understood

a subject more complicated
defines

a cadence

music

tremoletto,

is applied

stylistic

to the

features of

in Renaissance

of the Virginalists'

some clarification
by cadence

decoration

of what Renais-

is necessary.

than might be expected.

This is
Tinctoris

thus: 1

A clausula
piece,

structure.

the cadence.

can take place,

sance musicians

adhere to

Continental

groppetto,

Clausula, Formal Close and Cadence
Theoretical Sources

of cadences

and are

The largest body of these - the groppo and

- is the diminutio

Befor~

diminu-

out in notes in the FVB can be recognized

~oppetto

4.1

These

- that is, they are diminu-

: these are the groppo,

late Renaissance

structure

ornaments

by the names given to them by contemporary
slide and tirata.

of

decoration,

to the ongoing

The written-out

as the passaggi

written

theoreticians

will reveal.

into ,the composed

tions of basic note values
The ornaments

element

figures

as an evaluation

in notes may be seen as virtuoso

for they add a highly
tion.

passaggi,

occurring

is a small part of some section

at the end of which

of a

there is found either

a pause or else the end of the piece.

Tinctoris'

definition

appears once again in Dowland's

tion of Ornithoparcus'
Where

Micrologus

transla-

(Leipzig, 1519):2

a Close is (as Tinctor writes)

a little

part of a Song, in whose end is found either
rest or perfection.
of voices

Or it is the coniunction

(going diversly)

It should be mentioned

in perfect

that the term clausula

concords.
(Latin: close,

ending) was also used in the twelfth

and thirteenth

to describe

with a cantus

a polyphonic

upon a melismatic

composition

centuries
firmus based

passage.

How then, may a Renaissance
3
to zarlino:
A cadence

cadence be recognized?

is a certain

all the voices

simultaneous

in a composition

According

progression

accompanying

of

a re-

pose in the harmony
His prerequisite
participating
which proceed
this simple,
Renaissance

for this phenomenon

in the cadence must consist of at least two voices
4
in contrary motion.
In practice it is not quite
as these are not the only features which make a

cadence

recognizable;

none of these features,
ry motion may conclude
occasionally

Morley's

for instance.
either

on the fifth,

first is termed a perfect
cadence.6
The individual

Dowland,

is that each of the voices

Ornithoparcus,

'middle closes' have

The two voices

in contra-

on the unison or the octave,

'or even other consonances,.5

or
The

cadence

and the latter an imperfect

melodic

movements

of the voices may

p.84.

Gioseffo Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint, translated from
Part III of Le Istitutioni Harmoniche (1588) by G. Marco
and C. Palisca (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1968), p.141.
Zarlino, Counterpoint, p.142.
Zarlino's rules are for strict

It must be remembered that
counterpoint exercizes.

Ibid.
The following
Counterpoint,

discussion which
pp.142-151.

draws on Zarlino

is found in

be either
consists

simple

(simplex), when the movement

of the voices

of equal ~ote values and is consonant;

(diminuta), when

a variety

nance is introduced.

of note values

Dowland

employs

or diminished

is used and disso-

the terms

'simple' and

'coloured' .7

In the clausula
voice ascends
whereas

simplex

closing

and descends

between
minor third:8

the one

or all three notes descend by step,

the other voice descends

interval

on the unison, either

the two voices

... for it is always

and then ascends by step.
of the penultimate

the interval

to precede

The

chord is a

the

unison when two voices move into it by contrary
motion,

one by a whole

tone, the other by a large

semitone.

The approach

to the last two chords of the cadence

as long as the terminal
to the prescribed

chord and its antecedent
pattern:9

may vary,

always

conform

A

-eo

[iT

~

tJ

The diminuta
variety

-

u

cadence on the unison is similar,

of note values is used, it introduces

a syncopation

is involved.

Dowland,

Ornithoparcus,

Zarlino,

Counterpoint,

~.,

-

~

""

p.143.

It is therefore

p.78.
p.144.

except

that a

dissonance

a diminution

and
of a

simple cadence

in equal note values.

In the diminuta

the syncopated

note forms a dissonant

interval

the stroke of the tactus, which
'
,
10
and the cone 1u d~ng un~son:

cadence

of a second

on

is followed by the minor third

A

I~

I

"

cording
ultimate

(simplex and diminuta)
to the same principles
interval

ending

cadence

on the octave behave

: in the simple

forms a major

and in the diminuta
seventh

the syncopation

finally, both voices

cadence

ac-

the pen-

sixth and the final an octave,

on the stroke of the tactus, which

the sixth;

I

I

"
Cadences

r

'"

forms a dissonant
is then resolved

repose on a perfect

to

consonance: 11

~ I

Those cadences which
instead
improper

do not end on the octave

or unison, ending

upon a fifth, third, or other consonance,
or imperfect

cadences.

by step, and the second

Zarlino,

interval

Counterpoint,

Ibid., pp.145-146.
Ibid., pp.148,151.

p. 43.

are termed

The upper voice moves upward
forms a third: 12

"
tJ

'U

Upper

Zarlino

.Q.

I

e-

....

states that in this imperfect

semitone
amples

I-

....

.

'U

in one of the voices

are then given,

to show

'how diversely

and used

to give examples

of every possible

possibilities

proper

ex-

such cadences

... it would be very tedious

is highly

for me

and improper

significant,

for the establishment

The contrapuntist
cadences

Such cadences

indicating
14
of a cadence:

must constantly

and fresh procedures,

time avoiding

racteristic

Further

cadence,

is their number. ,13

The next statement

to recognize

the use of the

is not necessary.

can be organised
so infinite

cadence

.e-

seek new

at the same

errors.

can be diversely
by the standards

features

many

organised,

as they are difficult

laid down earlier.

of the examples

The only cha-

are the contrary

motion

of

two voices, and the ending on the fifth, third, sixth or octa15
ve.
The interval of the penultimate chord varies.
These imperfect

or improper

cadences

sions in the harmony'.

are used for 'intermediate

Zarlino continues: 16

They are useful when a composer
of a beautiful

Zarlino,

passage

Counterpoint,

in the midst

feels the need for

p.150.

Ibid.
Zarlino is inconsistent; for an example of parallel
movement, see Counterpoint, p.148, Ex.106.
Zarlino,

Counterpoint,

p.151.

divi-

cadence

..• any cadence

not terminating

an octave or unison may be called
because
Zarlino

finally

the voices

illustrates

The melodic

progressions

by Ornithoparcus.

'when
cadence,

direction'. 17
to each of the individual

as described

above are given names

Like Zarlino, he claims that

of three Notes,

last save two'. 18

a cadence,

of leading to a perfect

peculiar

cadence

imperfect

ending.

ways of evading

in a different

in a perfect

consists

the perfect

give the impression

and turn instead

voices

it evades

on

'every Close

the last, the last save one, and the

He goes on to explain

the four

'closes' :19

Ex.4.5
2.

The Close of the Discantus made with three
Notes, shall alwayes have the last upward.
Discantus

3.

The Close of the Tenor, doth also consist
of three Notes, the last alwayes descending.
Tenor

4.

The Close of the base requires the last Note
sometime
above, and sometime beneath the Tenor.
Yet commonly it thrusts it an eight below, and
sometimes raiseth it a fift above.
Bassus

?r

Zarlino,

Counterpoint,

Dowland,

Ornithoparcus,

Ibid., pp.78,84.

••

p.151.
p.84.

5.

The Close of a high Tenor, doth sometime
rise,
sometime fall with the last Note; sometime makes
it an Unison with others.
Which being it proceeds
by divers motions, the sorting of it is at the
pleasure of the Composers.

=~ .•.•
Ornithoparcus'
. ..
D lV1Slons

0f

III

rules are illustrated
th e Counter-polnt:
.

in the discussion

Of the

20

~77-e-

I
I

From the above it is clear that Ornithoparcus
'close' not only to the horizontal
voices,

but also to the vertical

term them clausulae
being a clausula
the clausula

of them.

and of the harmony,

of one voice proceeding

the term

of the individual

conjunction

21

sixth and seventh rules

melodic

cadences

occur

One may
the former

from the structure

names.

Clearly,

to the part of the harmony
to the specific

progression

reveal

of

that when these

in parts of the harmony

than those in which they are normally
individual

applies

of the harmony.

Ornithoparcus'
individual

of the melody

movement

I

other

found, they retain their

then, they are not named according
in which
peculiar

they appear, but according
to them.

This is further

elaborated

upon in the section

point', which explains
cadence,

'Of the generall

Rules of Counter-

that, should the tenor form a discant

the soprano will form a tenor cadence,

bass form a tenor cadence,
22
and vice versa:

and should the

the tenor will form a discant

cadence

tenor close

I

J

discan t close
I

Morley

does not discuss

tion of the discant
A Cadence

the individual

closes, with the excepclose, which he calls a cadence:23

we call that when, coming

two notes are bound together
note descendeth

Dowland,
Morley,

thus:

Ornithoparcus,
Introduction,

p.81.
p.145.

to a close

and the following

Morley's
guous:

employment

of the terms

'close' and 'cadence' is ambi-

they are often used interchangeably,

in addition

to

the fact that the term 'cadence' is used to describe the dis24
cant close.
The discant close is regarded by Morley as the
25
most important hall-mark of cadence:

... for without

a cadence

either with a discord
possible
Once again Morley
examples
tion.26

formally

All these are examples

cadences

for he nonetheless

in the examples

cadence,

close features.

cadence-note

as it is sometimes

article

on the phenomenon

finds that a large percentage
His

'middle closes'

Nutting

close to lie in the fact

considers

Where no discant

of Morley's

have no tenor

the real value of

'that it defines

or degree of the mode which

the point of repose,.27

im-

given by Morley.

researched

lack a tenor close.

the discant

in the Introduc-

of tenor closes, with no dis-

of the cadence,

in his thoroughly

or discant

a Cadence'

cites

The tenor close has lost its earlier

in the structure

of Renaissance

it, it is im-

to close.

of 'formal closing without

left out or obscured
Nutting,

or without

is inconsistent,

cant closes given.
portance

in some of the parts,

for us the

is being emphasized
close is present,

the

bass note may be taken to be the cadence

note.

ly gives examples

where only the tenor

and bass closes
Fowre Parts
of

of

'perfect' cadences,
28
are present.
Campion,

in A New Way of Making

Introduction,

close';

the cadence

consists

pp.223,228.

Ibid., p.223.
Ibid., p.147.
G. Nutting,
Miscellanea
Zarlino,

similar-

(1613), leaves out the tenor close in his example

'The maine and fundamental

Morley,

Zarlino

at

'Cadence in Late-Renaissance
Music',
Musicologica, vol.8 (1975), p.43.

Counterpoint,

p.147.

of

the conjunction

Morley's

of a discant

explanation

of the different

that the differentiation
in the concentus

and a bass close:

29

types of cadences

is not based upon the state of concord

alone, but also specifically

upon the interval

relationship

of the other voices with the cadence
30
between three types:

tinguishes

(i)

Final closes

(ii)

Passing

(iii)

Middle

(also called

closes

cadence)

terval being a perfect
actual

cadence

note

the cadence

is duplicated

concord

(octave).

third is a regular

feature

Where the bass is the

Often,

Cadence,

the major

the

(Picardy)

the tenor

for the fullness

of

This means that no longer are only per-

concord.

Campion's

cadence),

in the final chord, where

because

the major

However,

as long as it was a major

See Nutting,
of this.

(i.e. the final

in the bass, this in-

heard at the point of repose,

third is an imperfect

P. Vivian,
p.214.

note

has given way to the desire

the third in the chord.

acceptable,

false closes)

(if the bass has the discant
in another voice.

fect concords

He dis-

full closes)

(also called

bass is duplicated
close tradition

note.

closes

A final close is one in which
note of a discant

reveals

this was apparently
31
third from the bass.

Works (Oxford: Clarendon

pp.37-46,

Press,

for an in-depth

1909),

discussion

In passing

closes,

imperfect

on the final chord.·

concord

They are used

on with some other purpose,.32

is heard in the concentus

'to shun a final end and go

A passing

close occurs when

the bass forms a third or sixth below the cadence
the discant

cadence

is in the bass, a part which
note:33

above the cadence
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The passing

close is therefore

ly harmonic

reason,

termed

and not a melodic

'false' for an essentialone.

Morley

also mentions

a third above the bass, but this seems unjustified,
nishes no such example,
full cadence.
to clarify

he meant a minor third, but failed

Not all of Morley's

ly to this doctrine.
less of what occurs
major

and the major third is often heard in

Presumably

it.

Nutting

The middle

draws the conclusion

unambiguous-

that, regard-

close,

according

is that

to Morley's

of a cadence

'middle closes

close is characterized

examples,

as summarized

~

by the bass which either

.- ,.

~

~

the

that the middle

leaps a fifth or

(i.e. the cadence
of the discant close:36

,...----,

fl

taken at the end

One draws the conclusion

1\

His only

In all of these examples

jumps a fourth down to the final note
and also by the absence

cadence

demonstrates

before.

••• are commonly

of the first part of a song,.35
close is absent.

or

note, will always cause a passing

sixth will only bring about a passing
note is the bottom note.34

few of the features

discant

conform

A major

if the cadence

comment

examples

in the bass, a sixth above, or a third

sixth below the cadence

cadence.

as he fur-

note),

~
!

~

~

I
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In summary,

Renaissance

cadences

can be said to be 'a more or

less marked

convergence

of some or all voices

into synchronously

shared repose,.3?
pated discant

The most typical

close, which

and leads to the cadence
duced by the syncopated
rhythmic
repose,

resolution

imperfect

discant

close,

again to perfect

the synco~
of cadence

the syncopation

intro-

there is a progressive

until all the voices
reduction

employ

as an indicator

Through

note the dissonant

concord

Renaissance

functions

note.

and a progressive

penultimate

cadences

reach the point of

of dissonance

second or seventh

: on the anteis resolved

(third and sixth respectively),

to

which proceeds

concord.

cadences

can be classified

according

to two proce-

dures:
(i)

The melodic

movement

of the individual

cadence which employs
closes,

resulting

as either

one or more of the regular

in a classification

simple

(simplex),

and no dissonance,

The harmonic

or co loured

where

relationship

of cadence,

i.e. un-

dissonance.
in the cadence,

and relationship

of the

note determine

the type

to the cadence
i.e. final

(diminuta),

of the voices

the state of concord

other voices

of the cadence

i.e. equal note values

equal note values with suspended
(ii)

voices of a

(perfect) or passing

(imper-

fect) •
Cadences
exhibit

which are not easily

classified

any of the above features,

They do not employ

the discant

progression-to-repose.

Morley

because

they do not

are called middle

closes.

close, the only criterion
sums up the diverse

possibili-

ties when he says:38

Nutting, Cadence, pp.49-S0.
Nutting arrives at this
conclusion after having made an exhaustive study of
the subject.
Morley,

Introduction,

pp.241-242.

being

... for if a man would go about to set down
every close he might compose
without

hitting

To avoid confusion

and for ease of reference,

movement

use the less familiar

In Chapter

treatises

oso decoration

ment accorded

The groppo,
able shape

or intervals,

contained

is prescribed

where

and

in

(2) as virtu-

it decorates

or

the groppo being a diminution

this interval(s).

Examining

in the FVB reveals

the work

an identical

treat-

to the groppo.

as encountered

in the FVB, is of rhythmically

: the note values

notes used - can differ,
remains

that the groppo

for use at (1) cadences,

of the notes which comprise
of the composers

the cadence will

term close.

in the form of passaggi,

fillS in an interval

multi-voice

while the individual,

of the voices within

1 it was observed

Continental

the use of the

to the harmonic,

idiom of progression-to-repose,

characteristic

volumes

the mark he shot at;

term cadence will be restricted
cadential

infinite

the same.

- and therefore

also the number of

yet the basic melodic

Ex.4.12

displays

structure

the most elemental

cal design of the groppo, which consists

vari-

always

rhythmi-

of four notes:

Ex.4.12
(a)

(b)

~

In Ex.4.12
groppo

(a) and

(b) only the basic melodic

is preserved,

without

any reiteration

figure is seldom used in the FVB; examples
following

places:

II 107:6:1,2,3;

I 93:4:3;

212:4:1;

108:1:1 and 291:5:4.

framework
of notes.

of the
This

are found in the

231:3:1;

320:1:1;

The four-note

324:5:2;

groppo of

!~
Jl

(b)

t.J

t:'J

,.

p"

The other occurrences
Except

for I 93:4:3;

res similar

.-

~-

p.~

.,.
I

all employ

r'"

'

I

'

semiquavers,

212:4:1 and 324:5:2,

to Ex.4.12(b)

create

as in Ex.4.13(b).

the rest of the figu-

the impression

of a six-note

groppo:
Byrd, Tregian's

Ground

(FVB I 231:3:1)

it.'
~j

Philips:

N

Bon Jour mo Cueur

(FVB I 320:1:1)

Byrd: Quadran

Paven

(FVB II 107:6:1)

1!"1,.....---,

J

J~~~

It is in fact not a characteristic
decorates

the note of resolution

impression

created

through

lution which

anticipates

anticipation

is marked

This phenomenon
the ornamented
The typical

the four-note
in Ex.4.14(c)

twelve or sixteen.

with the longer note values

of the note of reso-

groppo.

The ornamented

with an asterisk

later in greater

in the FVB consists

always displays

but only an

(*).

detail when

of the note of resolution

of. equal or mixed note values.
note values

groppo which

in each instance,

will be discussed

groppo

occasionally

six-note

the diminution

anticipation

--

II

is treated.

of six or eight notes, and

It can be constructed
The six-note

a progressive
first,

They are made up either of quavers

groppo

by means

of mixed

accellerando

followed

pattern,

by the faster ones.

and semiquavers,

or semiqua-

vers and demisemiquavers:
Ex.4.15
(a)

(b)

(c)

biJrr:r ~
In Ex.4.15(a)

and

figure discussed

(b) the relationship
in Ex.4.12(b)

added to the four-note
sign.

amples

figure results

of the discant

325:1:4)

3:2, 4:1), Philips

and Richardson
88:2:1,

3:1).

in the typical

groppo de-

in the FVB as re-

close; there are isolated
Morley

(I 322:4:1;

(I 28:5:2;

30:3:1;

Ex. 4.15(c) occurs

groppo-

a simple reiteration

infrequently

in pieces by Byrd (II 55:5:1),

5:1; 59:2:1,
33:3:3;

is obvious:

Both types occur relatively

gular decoration

with the four-note

(I 58:3:2,
323:3:1,

31:2:1,

ex-

4:2,

5:1;

2:3;

even less often

(I 323:3:1,

5:1 and II 55:5:1).

Ex.4.16(a)-(c)

the use of each of these types in a discant

Richardson,

Variatio

(1)

1

close:

(FVB I 30:3:1)

/l

(b)

illustrate

•...

-

;:;
u.

I

J

Philips,

~

)

Pavana Doloroso

I

(FVB I 323:3:1)

J. )) I J

In Morley's

Nancie

and Richardson's

semiquaver-demisemiquaver
to conform

to the same rhythmic

and other diminutions
is demonstrated:
figure.

rhythm

( Jj ~
pattern

in these piece~.

each bar contains

In the case of Richardson's

curs twenty-one

Pavana

and Galiarda

lis expressly
which occurs
In Ex.4.16

the
used

in groppetti

(d)-(f) this

at least one such rhythmic
Pavana and Galiarda

it oc-

times in the course of the work; here they often

follow each other successively:

II

_

'.'..J ....•......•• . ... f.l .•
l

The typical
of either

groppo

in the FVB is made up of equal note values

semiquavers

cases, however,

or demisemiquavers.

semiquaver

sextuplets

quavers,

In the majority

are notated

as demisemi-

and demisemiquaver eight-note
semi-demisemiquavers.39
In Ex.4.18(a)

groups are notated

values occur thus in the FVB, although

Ex.4.18

typical:

and

of

(b) the correct

as
note

(c)-(e) is more

In Ex.4.18(c)
notated
tuplet

and

(d), the eight-note

in a single metric
is once written

diminution.

correctly,

in the form of demisemiquavers,

The great majority

of groppi

one of the individual
cadence,

E£

whether

features

discant

group and sextuplet

closes

In Ex.4.18(e),

the sex-

but in the next bar it appears

in a single metric

diminution.

in the FVB occur as decoration
in either a perfect

it is a simple or diminuta

mainly

are

as decoration

or imperfect

cadence.

of the penultimate

close, and in a few isolated

of

The~note of the

cases it decorates

the

tenor close.
The discant

close is the most richly ornamented

dual closes,

and it is here that the greatest

tions is found.

of the indivi-

variety

of diminu-

In the FVB it is but one of a variety

of stereo-

typed melodic
discant

figures which decorate the penultimate note of the
40
close.
The groppo serves two functions in its role as

decoration
suspended

of the discant
dissonance,

close:

and through

mate note of the close,

decoration

merely

note alternation.

of the discant

a simple cadence

its appearance

it draws attention

The groppo risks being considered
formula of upper-main

it ornamentally

resolves

on the penulti-

to the cadence

as an ordinary

event.

of an alternation

A table of these appears in Schwandt, Clausula,
gives an exhaustive account of this phenomenon.

event.

melodic

Yet, in practice,

close it is a significant

the groppo consists

the

as
In

of the

p.40. Schwandt

first note of the discant

close with the penultimate

note:

Ex.4.19

p_J__
In a diminuta
suspended

cadence,

dissonance

this alternation

takes place between

the

and the note of resolution:

Ex.4.20

J

1& -

J J

...

The groppo

formula

progression
val.

penultimate

cadences

close,

leads up to the cadence

before

note.

it finally

This way - albeit

been

tone.)

in the formula

is drawn to the penultimate

cant close, after having

of the melodic

this would be a whole

ched via the lower auxiliary,

alternating

~

in this case a semi tone inter-

note or note of resolution

tempt - attention

I)

is thus in fact a diminutio

of the discant

(In Phrygian

JJJJJJJJ

I~

II

@)

'sabotaged'

The

is rea-

sounds and
as a last at-

note of the dis-

or disguised

by the

upper note.

In the discant
is prepared

close of a simple cadence,

ornamentally

the final cadence

note.

the fact that a cadence
ting harmonic

tension

via a groppo

@.,'

I

attention

note
to

is drawn to

is going to take place, while also creathe presence

of the ante-penulti-

close in the groppo:

Ex.4.21

I~' :

for its progression

In this manner,

through

mate note of the discant

the penultimate

II:

(a)
(b)

=
=

discant

close

tenor close

In the discant

close of a diminuta

note is the resolution
here that the discant
significance:

of the suspended
close acquires

it is distinctive

lution of the dislocated
becomes

discordant

and imperfectly
lution
groppo

accent,

concordant

The decoration

to this occurrence
postponed

rhythmically,

have expected

concord

the feeling

of release

suspended

sounds precisely

a secondary

position

All this happens

of harmonic

I

(

I

to occur,

\

(c)

dissonance

note of resolution
cadence

note

the pre-

just before
affecting

I

.

drawn

it leads to the
the basic progres-

(c)
\

\

and the latter
is finally

ii-~=-~==-

I-~

is

in the groppo.

until attention

(b)
I

tension

through

close:

J

unnoticed~

at the moment where one might

without

(a)

of the final

have passed

Ex.4.22

(b)

as it

and draws attention

dissonance

the note of resolution

suspended

the reso-

note by way of a

accentuates

which might otherwise

sion of the discant

=
=
=

and harmonic

and also harmonically,

the perfect

to it, via the lower auxiliary,

(a)

and it is

through

by the groppo until the last moment

This dissonance

cadence.

both rhythmic

of this penultimate

sence of the alternating

occupies

dissonance,

at the point where the note of reso-

or any other diminution,

In the process,

the penultimate

prior to the semi tone fall of the suspension

sounds - just before

chord.

cadence,

(b)

=
=

note of resolution

(c)

=

lower auxiliary

(a)

alternating

The function
ta discant
sonance.

suspended

dissonance

introducing

the note of resolution

of the groppo on the penultimate

close is therefore

the ornamental

by means of the alternation

dissonance

and the note of resolution.

between

tion thus created by the groppo results
to the cadence event,

creating

The groppo as ornamental

hallmark

of cadence.
is an illustration

a discant

the suspended

in attention

resolution

of dis-

the suspended

The ornamental

an additional

groppo.

resolu-

being drawn

function

for the

thus becomes

a

from the FVB of a groppo decorating

close in a simple cadence:

The discant
vidual

resolution

At the same time, the groppo prolongs

dissonance

Ex.4.23

note in a diminu-

close is in this case in the soprano,

and the indi-

closes can be thus reduced:

Ex.4.24
1\

The tenor close consists

I

of the notes c' - d' - c' and the bass

close of the notes c - g - c, being in the tenor and bass respectively.
ted discant

The countertenor

close is incomplete.

close in a diminuta

cadence,

showing

The decora-

the ornamental

The dissonance

between

the first note of the discant

and the second note of the tenor close
decorating

the note of resolution

The movement

(d'), with the groppo

(b') is clearly

cadence

discant

illustrated.

being interrupted
Pavana Doloroso

close is in-

at the point where the groppo

demonstrates

sounds.

the use of the ornamented

close in voice parts other than the soprano,

by Ornithoparcus

it

(e - f - g - a); the tenor close in

the tenor is c' - d'- c', while the countertenor
Philips'

(c")

of the two last notes of the bass close causes

to make a passing
complete,

close

as prescribed

in his Rules:

r r
In Ex.4.26(a)

the ornamented

discant

close appears

in the bass

in the first bar, in the tenor in the second bar, and in (b)

in the alto.
trating

In (b) a particularly

the way in which the basic

closes are preserved,
The basic
reduced

good example

intervals

while

intervals

they are subject

of the four closes

occurs,

illus-

of the individual
to diminution.

in Ex.4.26(b)

may be

to the following:

Ex.4.27
"I

If M f

I~

-&I

.
f f
I

I

Soprano

countertenor

Alto

discant

Tenor

tenor close

e

-

Bass

bass close

C

- G - C

close

close

The groppo ordinarily

g'

(syncopated)

c' - b

d

-

4.2.2.1

as Partial

There are many instances
A study of the different
note of resolution
tions may consist

Decoration

in the FVB where
ornamental

of the Note of

the groppo

of three to eight notes and may either
note and can therefore

4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate

tions that are found as decoration
in the FVB

include

These ornamental

on its own, or it may be used in conjunction

(excepting

close.

of the suspended

figures usually

and the dissonance.

takes only

in a discant

resolutions

that these melodic

up the whole of the decorated

Tables

c'

to Ex.4.26.

part of the value of the note of resolution
reveals

-

takes up the whole value of the decorated

as shown by Ex.4.12

dissonance

g'

c

note of resolution,
The Groppo
Resolution

-

(incomplete)

the

resolutake

be used

with the groppo.

all the different

diminu-

of the" note of resolution

the groppo which takes the whole value of

the note of resolution).

The ornamental

figures which do not

vii

~

viii

ORNAMENTAL FIGURES WHICH INCLUDE THE ELEMENTARY
GROPPO-FIGURE AS DECORATION OF THE NOTE
OF RESOLUTION

ORNAMENTAL

FIGURES PLUS THE GROPPO AS DECORATION
OF THE NOTE OF RESOLUTION

xvi

XV11

-

--

---,.-

._- --

_

-u

.-

--_

.-

__

___

include the groppo, mostly

employ

the note of resolution as
41
its first and last note, as Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show.
(Fig.
(v) from Table 4.1 is an exception.)
groppo may be used as an integrated
figure;

it usually

This is illustrated
occurs

decorated

Figs.

When the habitual

with any preceding

three-quarters

ornamental

figures

(vii), (viii) and

on the preceding

figure,

note values.

.

These

used by the

Of the three tables presented,

(xiv) from Table 4.3 are often used

in a diminuta

cadence)

note

of the discant

(=

note of resolution

close.

A study of 69

from Table 4.3 has shown, for instance,

of 26 examples

however,

in Table 4.3 occur most frequently.

of the penultimate

pearance

groppo

or half of the value of the

as decoration
occurrences

note.

in Table 4.3~3

of the FVB.

the ornamental

fig.

part of the ornamental

(i) to (iii) from Table 4.1 are extensively

composers
Figs.

in Table 4.2~2

note, depending

are illustrated

four-note

takes half the value of the decorated

in conjunction

it takes either

The elementary

of fig.

(viii), and 10 of fig.

(vii), as opposed

the ap-

to 7 of

(xiv).

For examples from Table 4.1 in the FVB, see: (fig. i)
I 42:1:1; 150:4:2; 360:1:1; 361:3:1; 362:4:3; 370:1:2;
420:2:1; II 25:1:3; 200:5:2; 201:4:2; 202:2:1; 205:6:2;
209:2:3; 277:1:2; (fig. ii) I 219:6:1; 345:5:2; II 42:3:3;
431:4:3; 298:2:2; (fig. iii) I 90:6:3; 95:3:3; 204:2:3;
288:1:3; 290:3:2; II 307:4:1; 246:6:2; 298:1:3; (fig. iv)
I 329:1:2; 350:5:2; (fig. v) II 385:4:5; (fig. vi) I 357:4:1;
(fig. vii) II 304:4:3; (fig. viii) I 333:1:3; II 26:5:3.
For examples in the FVB, see:
(fig. i) I 87:5:1; (fig. ii)
327:1:1; (fig. iii) 290:3:2; (fig. iv) 205:5:3; (fig. v)
297:4:2.
For examples from Table 4.3 in the FVB, see:
(fig. i)
I 34:3:2; 95:4:3; 127:3;4; 289:4:3; 290:4:1; 323:3:2;
323:2:1; II 151:4:1; 244:3:2; (fig. ii) I 53:1:1; 266:1:2;
II 206:1:2; 432:6:2; (fig. iv) II 248:2:1; (fig. v)
I 415:5:3; (fig. vi) I 171:5:2; (fig. vii) I 31:2:1;
37:3:3; 59:3:2; 195:2:2; 257:5:2; 278:5:1; 290:3:2;
318:4:1; II 22:1:1; 45:6:2; 62:4:1; 63:3:2; 119:1:1;
172:6:1; 238:5:1; 241:6:1; 205:6:3; 278:4:1; 278:4:3;
386:4:3; (fig. viii) I 92:1:2; 403:6:1; 414:2:1;
II 96:4:4; 439:5:3; (fig. xiv) I 330:2:1; 368:3:1;
415:3:1; 416:6:1; II 55:3:1; 205:1:1.

A closer

look at these tables reveals

is the vehicle

that fig (i) from Table 4.1

upon which most of the other ornamental

are based and is in fact the note of resolution
a miniature

discant

The diminution

Except

applied

to the note of resolution

in turn is resolved

for figure

broken

up into

cadence:

sists of the note of resolution
(b), which

figures

in Ex.4.28

(a), a new syncopated
by another

con-

suspension

note of resolution

(v) from Table 4.1 and figs.

(c).

(vi), (xiv), (xv) and

(xvi) from Table 4.3, all begin and end with the note of resolution and include the dissonance
of

}J}

which begins

The inter-relationship
closer scrutiny:
quoted

- they clearly

and ends with the note of resolution.
between

all these figures

apart from the characteristics

above, they are frequently

or can be combined.
the first part of
diminution
In Table

of

4.2

subject

In Table 4.1, fig.
(vi) with

(ii),and
fig.

(vii) is a further diminution
four-note

4.2 (iii) may be regarded

4.2 (i) is an amplification
(v) from Table 4.2 consist

of Table

between

Table

of diminution

the syncopated

of

of

groppo

(i).

Figs.

suspension

is com-

(iii) and

of elements

from

groppo.

of Table 4.1 (i).

(ix) and

(ii).

4.1 (i) - hence Table

4.3 (i), (ii) and

(xix) is a combination

(vi) is a

as a further diminu-

of a combination

Table 4.3 (i) is a further diminution
while

4.1

of

(i); the four-note

(iv) of Table 4.1 with the elementary

relationship

they share, as

(iii); the second part of

(i), the elementary

on

(iv) is a combination

tion of the second and third note of Table

(iii) and

is apparent

to further diminution

bined with the first note of Table 4.1 fig.
groppo of Table

are amplifications

The

(iv) is evident,

(xiv).

In the process

of Table 4.1

(i) is

effectively

disguised

- this is especially

(ii), (iv), (v), (vi), (ix) - (xxi).

upon the foregoing

ornamental
ultimate

of the miniature

note instead of the last quarter,
ornamental

figuration.

note in the discant

close, the groppo

shifted to a single metric

it had decorated

the full value of this note.

These figures occur with such regularity
that the ornamental

an entity or type.
quently

of resolution

in the discant
creates

time the harmonic
decoration.
where

close),

decoration

tension

the note of resolution

examples

(vii) - (xxi).

of the practical

than if

with the

the note on its own.

by the note of resolution
of the penultimate
has a dual result

note
:

that no ornamental

is going to take place,

is postponed.

is prolonged

This is notably

pared to figs.

diminution

together

the impression

of the note of resolution

(2) the ornamental

is postponed

of course much less fre-

of it, (as decoration

it temporarily

decoration
and

The latter occurs

of a groppo preceded

or a diminution

pen-

figure plus groppo can be seen as

than if the groppo had decorated

The occurrence

(1)

When the

figure takes half of the value of the decorated

and consequently

groppo,

dis-

i.e. it takes a half or three quarters

of the value of the decorated
depending

in Table 4.3

In all cases the groppo

does not begin on the note of resolution
cant close, but earlier,

apparent

through

At the same
this ornamental

the case with Table 4.3
sounds relatively
The illustrations

implementation

(i),

long when combelow are

of this in the FVB:

Philips,

(d)

Galiarda

Dolorosa

(FVB I 327:1:3,2:3)

f . r

rr

Byrd, All in a Garden Green

Bull, Galliarda

(FVB I 413:1:1)

(FVB I 171:5:2)

Ex 4.29

(a) - (f) are excellent

note of resolution

followed

as used in simple cadences

examples

by the groppo

before

(g) - (k) show the ornamented
the groppo

: it is first seen

((a) - (c)) and in diminuta

((d) - (f)), with very normal movement
Ex.2.49

of the unornamented

of the individual

cadences.

of a simple cadence,
In Ex.4.29

takes the place of the note of resolution.
of resolution
groppo

generally

creates

(h) a rest

The ornamented

less harmonic

tension

comes much later, and the first part centres

note of resolution
may be present

and not the dissonance,

in the melodic

The groppo anticipated

as opposed

around the

note of resolution

of this phenomenon

cadences

has revealed

This is not surprising,

as 'disguised'

with a further 31
44
diminuta cadences.

as there is no suspended. dissonance

resolution

: a

8

to 36 simple cadences,

which can be described
which requires

as the

even though the latter

is used far more often in simple than in diminuta
diminuta

note

figure.

by the unornamented

survey of 75 occurrences

closes.

note of resolution

in (g) as decoration

and in (h) - (k) in diminuta

cadences

in a simple cadence.

The anticipation
is the vehicle

of the note of resolution

for a large number of ornamental

only a few are of interest
These are illustrated
an unornamented
anticipated

in a discant

in Table 4.4.

diminuta

in fig.

for the purposes

cadence,

(ii).

close

figures,

of which

of this study.45

In Table 4.4, fig.

(i) shows

with the note of resolution

In figs.

(iv) and

(v), the lower

auxiliary

is added and in fig.

(vii) and

(xiii) a rest takes the place of the suspension.

Figs.

(viii) the upper.

(x) - (xiii) are all diminutions

pended

dissonance

(x) and

and the anticipated

(xi) are diminutions

diminution

of fig.

(vi).

regularly

applied

ly occurs

as decoration

shape of fig.

of fig.

Fig.

of two notes
(ii), and fig.

(vi),

: the sus-

note of resolution;

fig.

(xiii) a

(viii) is one of the figurations

to the note of resolution,
of the anticipation,

(ix) which

In figs.

which

also frequent-

especially

is, in fact,a diminution

in the

of figs.

(ii)

and

(viii) combined.
Fig. (xiv), a diminution of fig. (viii),
46
is a groppetto.
Figs. (iv), (viii), (ix) and (xiv) are the

most popular

ornamental

anticipations

The abstract

below from a Byrd Pavana

the way in which a discant
it is a typical

of the ornamental
discant

(Ex.4.30) demonstrates

close is progressively

illustration

Table 4.4 - ornamented

used in the FVB.

of how figs.

anticipations

resolution.

close, with the groppo postponed

ble moment

(iv) and

- prepare

The result

ornamented;
for the motion

is a smoothly-flowing
until the last possi-

and the basic notes of the close clothed

See Schwandt, Clausula,
anticipations.
The groppetto

is treated

(ix) from

in elabora-

p.43, for a list of ornamented
separately;

see 4.3.

*ii ~-

ii ~ii
vii

tr~

viii

ix

xi

xii

~ii~
x

~ii~
~iid;i~ii~

The three discant

closes on the finalis G (Ex.4.30(a)-(c))re-

veal firstly

(iv) from Table 4.4, and an unornamented

fig.

of resolution.
fig.
close

Then the note of resolution

(i) from Table

4.1, followed

: the anticipation

by the most elaborate

is ornamented

Table 4.4, and the note of resolution
by one of the regular
Ex.4.30(d)
fig.

figures,

the ornamented

is decorated

fig.

with fig.

note

with
discant

(ix) from

with a groppo preceded
(vii) from Table 4.3.

anticipation

is a diminution

In

of

(vi) from Table 4.4, where a rest has taken the place of

the suspension.

The purpose

of the ornamented

bring about a smootner
sonance

anticipation

transition

between

and the note of resolution,

nuous flow of notes.
that ornamental

specifically

it anticipates the motion
47
will bring.
In an ornamented

resolution

resolution

starts,

The ornamented

confusion
especially

(x) to (xii).

Depending

the ornamented

anticipation

duce the harmonic
ably.

tension

starts with a consonance
the tenor
fig.

as to where

(a sixth, which

created

by the dissonance

(the octave,

a perfect

note of
applied,

are the important

diminutions

may re-

consider-

consonance)

the note of resolution

is an imperfect

activity.

of resolution)

the proper

may

(viii) from Table 4.4 which

the anticipated

that it becomes

anticipation

of the note of resolution

centre of melodic
a nature

as part

upon the type of diminution

than that which

(ix), where

and note of re-

in the case of Table 4.4, figs.

This is the case in fig.

more perfect

dissonance

as they are heard in passing

diminution.

create

dis-

In the process

are disguised,

of the ongoing

the suspended

to

as there is a more conti-

state, the basic notes of suspended
solution

is primarily

or

is the

(x) to (xiii) from Table 4.4

here:

the diminution

an extension

and as such becomes

of the groppo

an integrated

Ex.4.31

J I

consonance),

note of resolution

Figs.

makes with

0

-e-

is of such
(on the note

part of it.

Ex.4.31 (a) shows the unornamented
diminuta

cadence.

of resolution
lution,
pation

creates

a groppo of which

nation of the suspended

earlier

The diminution
dissonance

(Ex.4.12) .48
anticipate

to the antici-

the alternations
consists

start before
of the alter-

with the anticipated

This type is not at all common

the Virginalists

Iy.

of diminution

jointly with the most elementary

discussed

of the note

is shown, in (c) the groppo on the note of reso-

and in (d) the application

resolution.

and tenor close of a

In (b) the simple anticipation

the note of resolution.

occurs

discant

Ex.4.32

note of

in the FVB and often

form of the groppo(~)
shows examples

the note of resolution

of how

ornamental-

49

.i•.•.

i

I

.a.

This specific ornamented anticipation occurs in the FVB at
I 29:3:1; 93:4:3; 209:2:1; 212:4:1; 231:3:1; 320:1:1;
376:6:3; II 107:6:1,2,3; 108:1:1~ 215:5:3; 248:2:4~
281:3:4; 291:5:4.
A bracket _r-< - indicates the anticipation, and the encircled notes the basic notes of the discant and tenor
closes.

Byrd, Galiardas

Passarnezzo (FVB I 212:4:1)-

.~_':'

J'l

/.;\

~~

(e)

~

J'l

~

I
,~

U

.. r ..ro"

r

r '
,

I

These examples
plete

(Ex.4.32,

unequal

reveal how the individual
(d) and

(Ex.4.32,

(e)), and the note levels different

(b), (h), (j)

(b) the simple anticipation
simple cadence

and

(k)).

In Ex.4.32(a)

and ornamented

are given respectively.

of a 'normal' six-note

closes may be incom-

groppo

anticipation

is created,

whereas

because

mented

the diminution

consists

diminuta

applied

of the first note of the discant

the anticipated

note of resolution.

cadences.

note of resolution

of the ornaof an al-

close with that of

Ex.4.32

(c) - (1) are all

In (d) - (g) a simple anticipation
occurs

in a

in fact, the

the note of resolution

ternation

and

In (b) the impression

groppo begins before
anticipation;

or

after the dissonance

which

of the
is formed

between

the suspended

tenor close.
the groppo
disguises

dissonance

In (h) and

to start on the anticipation;

its demisemiquaver
the suspended

the crotchet
c'-b-c'-b

cadence or not.
either

The four-note

as a diminution

is missing

Ex.4.32

rest has taken the place of the suspension.
the introduction
cipating
state

of the note of resolution

and

(m»by

amples two procedures
earlier

troduced,
4.2.2.3

are noticeable

The Ornamented Anticipation
the Suspended Dissonance

nance is replaced

In these cases the note of resolution
advance

that it actually
dissonance.

cadence demonstrates

for by

dis-

In the latter ex-

: a groppo

is created

dissonance

be-

is in-

place.
in-lieu-of

disso-

of the note of resolution.
is anticipated

so far in

takes the place of the suspension,

we will call this phenomenon
suspended

of the suspended

in the FVB where the suspended

by the anticipation

(c) the

after the rest, anti-

than usual, and the suspended

even if not in its habitual

(m) are

in (c), where a
In Ex.4.32

note of resolution.

There are many instances

(1) and

c', and in an ornamented

the introduction

sonance and anticipated

The

only the tie

is thus compensated

the real note of resolution

«1)

ginning

dissonance

SE2E-

mixed note values.

of the simple anticipation

absence of the suspended

of the

and resolution,

to (j) is clear:

and the note values differ.

again diminutions

figure

cadence, so that the

groppo employing

of the first solution

after

c' creates doubt as to

E2 takes up the place of both the suspension
relation

with

(k) can be viewed either

in the case of a d~minuta

or else as an ordinary

effectively

as the lack of a tie between

c' and the semiquaver

can be interpreted

anticipation

(j) particularly

taking up the time of both

Ex.4.32

cadence,

it be a diminuta

causes

which start immediately

dissonance, actually

and resolution.

note of the

treatment

and anticipation

alternations

as a simple or diminuta
whether

(j) the diminution

both the suspension

suspension

and penultimate

the anticipation

The following
the way in which

ment of the notes in a discant

close:

in-lieu-of

unornamented

and

the

diminuta

it influences

the move-

The anticipated

note of resolution

(marked

~

) has taken the

place of the suspension.

What is evident here is, in fact, the

resolution

of a suspended

dissonance

phenomenon

creates

or diminuta,
disguised,

confusion

simply because

which does not occur.

as to whether
the suspended

or is not present.

a cadence

is simple

dissonance

is either

The anticipation

in-lieu-of

suspended dissonance_may be termed a 'disguised' diminuta
as the impression of a simple cadence is created, whereas
in fact a diminuta
illustration

In Ex.4.34

in disguise,

cadence,
it is

from the

(a) it is clear that a rest has taken the place of
effectively

disguising

of the note of resolution

the suspension,

which

superficially

lieve that it is a simple cadence.
of an unornamented
suspension:

as is evident

the

below:

the suspension,
anticipation

cadence

This

anticipation

it.

In (b) an ornamental

has taken the place of

viewed,

may lead one to be-

The following

is an example

which has taken the place of a

The anticipation

may be ornamented

with figures

and 4.4, and they are used singularly
other words,

any of the ornamental

the ornamented

anticipation

or in combination;

figurations

the groppo on the note of resolution,

Ex.4.36

shows the use of the ornamented
dissonance:

4.3

in

which decorate

of the note of resolution,

precede

the suspended

from Tables

or which

may be employed.

anticipation

in-lieu-of

I

~.il

In Ex.4.36

(a) a rest has taken the place of the suspension,

this figure being fig.
(d) it is fig.

combination

Ex.4.36

(c) is a more elaborate

eight bars earlier

a combination

of figs.

of figs.

In a 'disguised'

(vii) and

(xiv) and

diminuta

tion, and the anticipated
which

of

(b),

Ex.4.36(e)

is

(f) a

(vii) from Table 4.4.
the groppo

either

or only half.

- based on the anticipation

the groppo always decorates

the suspen-

(xi) from Table 4.4, and

cadence,

pended dissonance - emerge here.

(c) and

version

in the same piece.

full value of the note of resolution,
note patterns

In Ex.4.36

(viii) from Table 4.4 which replaces

sion altogether.
which occurs

(i) from Table 4.4.

in-lieu-of

In the first pattern

takes the
Three basic
the sus(Ex.4.37) ,

the full value of the note of resolu-

note of resolution

the rest of the ornamental

figuration

is the centre
revolves:

around

i"'""'-.J----

,J

~

..

ftJ

. J

I

,

J

"

r

I

.Q.

I

In the second

•.

"':',=

p"

!

I

and third patterns

(Ex.4.38, 4.39), the groppo

takes half the value of the note of resolution,
sonance

is introduced

note of resolution,
poned.
preceded

,

for the dis-

at a certain point after the anticipated

with

the result that the groppo is post-

In the second pattern

(Ex.4.38),

the dissonance

is

and followed by the note of resolution:

Ex.4.38

I

J
Byrd, Pavana
J
~~~~~ii~~li

-=-

I:::::::::~n

===_~

-&-

(FVB I 368: 3: 1)

J

J

•.

•.

~~

=

":t:
,

I

•

'

In the third pattern
the last moment,

(Ex.4.39),

the dissonance

thus creating

a miniature

is introduced

discant

at"

close:

Ex.4.39

Byrd, Pavana Bray

(FVB I 361)

J

f J
i

,II

(a) 2:4
~I~ /T
I
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~

4
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~
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~
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s:
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~
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"
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(b)

362:1:4

I

t J-- JI
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.
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.
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~
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-
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I
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I

I
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In Ex.4.39,

(a) and

is the varied
in-lieu-of
ornament,
and

(b) are particularly

repeat of

(a).

the suspension
and

in

In Ex.4.39

is decorated

(d) with

illustrative

the plain

as (b)

(c) the anticipation

with a double-stroke

lower auxiliary.

In

(f) all of the basic note values of the third pattern

subject

(e)
are

to diminution.

The groppo makes rare appearances as decoration of the tenor
50
close.
As in the discant close, it is the penultimate note
of the tenor close on which
consists
close.

of an alternation
In contrast

the groppo occurs,
between

to the discant

groppo is here purely

decorative

and the groppo

the first two notes of the
close,

whilst

the function

drawing

of the

attention

E. g., FVB I 3: 1:1 i 89:2 :1; 268: 2 :4; 273: 1 :2; 281: 2 :4 ;
II 244:4:2; 273:3:3; 367:4:1,3.

to

the cadence,
In Ex.4.40,
diminuta
closes

and no harmonic
(a) and

cadence.

significance

(b)·are simple

is attached

cadences,

whereas

The basic notes of the discant

to it.
(c) is a

and tenor

are encircled:

Farnaby,

A

Maske

(II FVB 273:3:3)

•

-

(c)

~!_~---

---

In Ex. 4.40 (a)
the discant
the bass.

-

(c) the tenor closes

closes

in (a) and

are in the soprano,

(c) in the tenor,

the point where

note values.

the penultimate

forms a dissonance

and in (b) in

with

In (c) the groppo begins

note of the tenor close

the suspended

the last note

(bb), which

at

(c")

first note of the discant

(J). The discant close here is incomplete,

regards

with

In (a) the first note of the tenor close is broken

up into even smaller

close

-

occurs

pulse of the next bar, as the retarded

unless one

only on the second

last note of the discant

close.
The ornamented

tenor close in the FVB is associated

cific location

of the tenor and discant

Ex.4.40

(b) and three exceptions

close:

to be referred

with

except

a spe-

for

to later, the

tenor close is always in the soprano, with
downward

in parallel

contrary

motion.

above.

thirds and closing

This can be observed

All the tenor closes which

simple cadences
all diminuta

(except Ex.4.40(b)}.

cadences,

the soprano

with

the two closes moving

on the unison

in the three examples

conform

to this pattern

are

The three exceptions

are

the discant

close above

or alto) and the tenor close below

all three the groppo is preceded
tenor close, which
of the discant

first sounds

through

(in either

in the bass.

by the penultimate

In

note of the

against the corresponding

note

close:

"'"

1"

I~

0-

®

~

In Ex.4.41

(a) the groppo commences

point where

the discant
is formed

in the other diminuta
(FVB I

(interval f - e').

sounds

at the moment

that the

This is also the case

the tenor close is ornamented

3: 1 : 1) •

The groppetto,

together with

ornament

occurs most often in the FVB.

to the

,

--

close's note of resolution

cadence where

;;~

....•. . ~

in the tenor close at the

(interval b - g'), but in (b) it starts
dissonance

.....

~~

which

SE£eE2,

decoration

being employed

(as diminution

of a piece,
the rhythmic

the groppo, is the written-out
It is similar

both in cadences

of a note or interval)

the latter being the more frequent
and melodic

and as abstract

shape of the groppetto

in the course

use.

As far as

is concerned,

it is a variant
which

descends

of the groppoi

only the last note is different,

instead of ascends:

Ex.4.42
groppo

groppetto

~

The groppetto
cadences,

is employed

and occurs

tenor close.

in all instances

in all the closes except

In each close it fullfils

It also shares the rhythmic
minution

of the

the discant,

9E~.

variants

a different

and notation

closes, however,

The groppetto

occur in combination

for the counterfunction.

in metric

The role that the groppetto

tenor and bass

of the groppo.

of full or passing

with

never

it, where

replaces

plays

differs

diin

from that

the groppo, but may

it precedes

the groppo:

1-..-I

This combination
ornament

labelled

seventeenth

of groppetto

and groppo is identical

to the

'double relish' by Mace and Simpson

in the

century, who regarded

The groppetto

is only employed

it as an entity

in exceptional

in itself.

cases as decora-

tion of the tenor close in the FVB, and then always
minution

form of the first note of the close.

consists

of four different

and the two diatonic

This diminution

pi tches - the diatonic

first note of the tenor close,

in the di-

note above the

the first note of the tenor

notes below:

close,

The groppetto

in this case is a virtuoso

only, and not of an interval.
but virtuoso

decoration

tion an interesting

Although

diminution
it appears

phenomenon

cant close

against

(Ex.4.45).

emerges:

an unornamented

the decorated

the unornamented

the groppetto

therefore

features

groppetti

moving

(with
occur-

first note of the tenor close,

also serves

(b) and

first

first note of the dis-

to prepare

that follows on the second note of either
as in Ex.4.45

occurs

As a result of the groppetto's

rence against

close,

to be nothing

of the tenor close, on closer examina-

note of the tenor close in the FVB consistently
one exception)

of one note

(d).

the tenor or discant

The exception,

in parallel

cant and tenor closes in a simple

for the motion

sixths

cadence.

Ex.4.45

(g),

in both the dis-

,..,

I~

ii : :
(d)

1

6: 1

~

( f)

l~·~

or

,='

~

.

-,

.•..

1-J~

~

J~
I

I

..

Ex.4.45
mented

(a) and (c) display
repeats in

the discant
groppetto

(b) and

(d).

tenor closes with orna-

The unadorned

first note of

close can in each case be observed

against

on the first note of the tenor close.

is clearly

intended

to provide

first note of the discant
cadence

unadorned

proceeds

close is broken
and groppo.

movement

close.

in simple note values;

The latter

against

In Ex.4.45

the

the static

(a), a diminuta

in (b), only the tenor

up into smaller note values with

a groppetto

In (c), the first note of the tenor close has al-

ready been treated with diminution

and in

(d) - its ornamented

irr---.

•~ J

repeat - the 5lroppetto is a diminution

of the figure

in (c), except

value of the basic note.

that it fills the whole

In (e), the second half of the first note of the tenor close
displays

a groppetto,

while

in (f), two groppetti

~2EE2.

Only the second 5lroppetto belongs

however,

as the two closes move on different

precede

the

to the tenor close,
rhythmic

levels:

Ex.4.46

J

j

In this case, the tenor close causes
as there can be no suspension.
nal in that they feature
others,

the discant

note of resolution,
the groppetto

the cadence

Ex.4.45(b)

and

to be simple,

(f) are exceptio-

groppi in the tenor closes;

closes

are ornamented,

and continuing

in the tenor close.

commencing

the movement

in the
on the

initiated

by

Here the groppetto
of the discant
of resolution
motion

is employed

close, or as diminution
where,

that follows

it serves

as diminution

prior

to introduce

of the anticipated

to the groppo,

in an ornamented
the groppo.

of the first note

it prepares

discant

close.

The groppetto

tion of the first note of the discant

note

for the
As such

as a diminu-

close can take the whole

value of the note, or part of it, in either

a simple

ta cadence.

of a groppetto

Ex.4.45

(g) is an illustration

or diminu-

in place of the first note of a discant

close in a simple

occupying

In the following

cadence,

the full value of this note.
the groppetto

of the discant

close,

used
cadence,

simple

takes up half the value of the first note
the diminution

consisting

of a tirata and

a groppetto:

Illustrated
which

below are three discant

are accorded

different

closes

treatments:

in diminuta

cadences,

In Ex.4.48
the discant

(a) the anticipated

note of resolution

close; in (b), the anticipation

the suspension
the suspension,

and in (c), a groppetto
being

Here, as in Ex.4.49,

a diminution
a simple

appears

takes the place of

also takes the place of

of the anticipation

cadence,

in

the groppetto

in (b).
takes only

part of the value of the first note of the discant close:

In Ex.4.49
levels:

the tenor and discant

the tenor close only starts

in the discant

metric

at the note of resolution

close, due to the fact that it has half the note

values of the discant

close.

of the first note in a discant
of this note in a simple
diminuta

closes move on different

cadence.

While

the groppetto

as diminution

close can take the whole value

cadence,

this is not the case in a

Here it will occupy half the value of the
first note, and it replaces the suspension:51

The groppetto

in-lieu-of

the suspension

garded as a further diminution
in-lieu-of

the suspended

The relationship
mented

anticipation

is clear:

of the ornamented

dissonance,

between

indicated

the groppetto

in-lieu-of

the groppetto

created here can be re-

consists

cipation

also occurs

as diminution

of the note of resolution,

and precipitates

the motion

figs.

(viii) and

I

~_I

(a)

I

tJ

J

~

J

I

~

.II.

I

.a.I

the

anti-

the groppo

thus taking a quarter

It i.s an embellishment

-

...

between

it precedes

4.4:

(viii)

of Ex.4.51

of the ornamented

where

note.

(ix) from Table

dissonance

added at the end.

that follows,

of the value of the suspended

Ex. 4.51

and the orna-

of an alternation

first two notes, with the last two notes
The groppetto

thus: ~in

of Ex.4.50

the suspended

anticipation

--

-.....---I
--

of

In Ex.4.52

(a) and

(b), figs.

(viii) and (ix) from Table

are seen as they are practised
extract,

the groppetti

In Ex.4.53
~roppetti

are diminutions

(a) the groppetto

of the semiquaver

in the~.

of these figures:

(a).

In Ex.4.53

upon the figure in Ex.4.52

in the first of the two a rest replaces
Ex.4.53

In the following

in the second bar is a diminution

figure in Ex.4.52

are based

(a) a remarkable

superimposition

Ex.4.54

cadence:

(b), the

(b), except

the suspension.

In the first bar there is an unornamented
close in a simple

4.4

of cadences
discant

that

In

occurs.

and tenor

On the third beat of this bar yet another
the first note of which

is embellished

simple

with

cadence begins,

a ~oppetto:

Ex.4.55

On the fourth crotchet

of this bar a diminuta

in the alto, adorned with
the anticipated

a ~roppetto which

cadence

commences

is a diminution

of

note of resolution:

Ex.4.56

J

In Ex.4.53(b),

a new diminuta

the note of resolution

In the following
in diminution

of the first discant

example

by Bull,

and ensuing

in the alto against
close.

the original

the groppetto

of the four-note

and the groppetto

=t=tDijJ

cadence begins

are illustrated:

is a diminution
tion

n

descending

~2EE2

of the discant

and its variation
in the tenor close

figure in the original,

are based

upon the figura-

close in FVB II 242:5:4:

The descending
subject

interval

to diminution,

of a fifth in a bass close is often
and a groppetto

may be used to embellish

this progression:
Ex.4.58

I

fI

t

I

I

"

I

I

I

t
-e-

.Q

e-

e-

e-

.Q

e-

o
0

The groppetto

differs here from its use in the discant and tenor

closes:

because

it connects

fulfills

the same function

as a tirata.

Bull, the use of a groppetto
in the varied

a disjunct
decorating

repeat is shown:

interval

it therefore

In this Galliarda
the bass close

by

(d - G)

In the repeat

(Ex.4. 59 (b)) , the semibreve

a dotted minim,

and is further ornamented

posed an octave higher
lower.
tion.

The original

(d'), connecting

G is reached

close can be demonstrated
is a diminution.

nects it thus to g.
for diminution.

d-g is therefore

in the bass
this

the basis

from the basis

closes - here,

are ornamental.

for the

the basic note

is the second note of the groppetto,

first and last two notes

while the

The groppetto

bass close takes the first note as a basis
ornamented

the g,a fifth

the note of which

completely

in the tenor and discant

for diminution

trans-

begins on d, ends on a and con-

The interval

This differs

it with

acts as a tirata

by examining

The groppetto

with a groppetto

again by an octave transposi-

The fact that the groppetto

groppetto

d in the bass becomes

in the

for diminution.

discant close in Ex.4.60

(a) and

the original

is illustrated

The

(b) illustrates

the

point:

In Ex.4.60

has replaced

the tie of the suspension

with the groppetto
peat

progression

decorating

(Ex.4.60(b)).

tenor close in the tenor.
basis
note.

for diminution

only incidental.

The comparison

links the interval

to the groppetto

Although

(a rest

close) ,

in the varied

is doubled

re-

i~ the counter-

demonstrates

is e' in the alto, with

This groppetto

close, but contrary

in the discant

the suspension

Here the groppetto

first

that the

f' as the ornamental

e' - d' of the discant

in the bass close, this is

Bull and Byrd often employ

the

S!2E-

petto in the bass close in the FVB, it is Farnaby who uses it ex-

tensively

as a diminution

ly when the discant

device.

Farnaby

and tenor closes

Ex.4.61

bass and unornamented

are indicated

52

semiquaver

groppetto

of the bass close d' - g.

groppetti

figure and a groppetto

occur which,

cant or tenor closes, may be viewed either
decoration

d' - g and a - d (Ex.4.61(c)).

up into an

which precedes

Further

in the absence

of bass closes or as virtuoso

closes in

In Ex.4.61 (b) there is no

the b in the tenor is broken

ascending
piece

I

tenor and discant

with brackets.

tenor close present:

it especial-

are left unornamented •

••J

The ornamented

employs

the

on in the same
of definite

dis-

as ornamentations

of the intervals

In the first case, one may re-

gard the alto f#' - g' and c#" - d" as unprepared

discant

closes.

In Ex.4.62
continues

the diminution
the virtuoso

of the bass

passaggi

mate note of the discant

E.g., FVB II 319:3:1;
349: 4:4:-

close interrupts

of the soprano.

close is adorned with

330:4:1;

332:4:2,5:1;

and

The penultia double-stroke

340:2:3;

ornament
which

and a chain of groppetti

is extended

~

J\
I

-.J

-

decorates

to two and a half octaves

-

-

,____
~ri~.J

the bass close
from g' -

c:

.-:.

!

J.

-

-I

IiIIl

~--

.-

•

--

....."

-.

,

f

I
I

.
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The groppetto
work

in the bass close also occurs

(Ex.4.63(a».

In Ex.4.63(b)

lis of the mode has been reached
discant and bass
briefly

close

makes a cadence:

at the end of a

one sees that after the finavia a proper

(in the soprano

cadence,

and bass

another

respectively)

Farnaby,

The groppo

Walter

and groppetto

they have a specific

ErIe's

Paven

(FVB II 339:6:1)

do not only occur at cadences,

function

sion, but may frequently

where

as part of the cadence progres-

be encountered

in the FVB as abstract

decoration

at any point in a piece as part of the written-out

Eassaggi.

Here they specifically

ter of the figuration,
ration.

The groppo

add to the virtuoso

and can be considered

and groppetto

as the tirata.

Indeed, some works

posed of nothing
function

but tirate,

in the framework

of an interval

almost exclusively
tutes a mixture

to c.
cending

which

groppi and groppetti.

follows

of groppi,

of virtuoso

as diminutions

connects

groppetti

and tirate;
and cadence

employed

intervals.

ornaments.
intervals

In b. 1 and 2 the chain

c' to d, and in b. 3 and 4 it connects
favoured by composers

in b.8.

suspension

in the same hand,

of the expected

C.

leading

is interrupted

cadences with

an

by the

it to the finalis G instead

In b.11 a groppetto

first and second notes of a simple

in

is con-

In b.9 the left hand starts

cadence which

d'

of the as-

scale g - a - b - c' - d' - e' - f' - g', which

groppetti

consist

it consti-

in descending

In b. 6 to 7 the groppi are diminutions

unornamented

such

They always

(Ex.4.64), the passaggi

decoration

are consistently

tinued in the soprano

finally

ornaments

in the FVB seem to be com-

This is a device particularly

the FVB.

or in combina-

of the other passaggi,

and the groppi in ascending
of groppetti

deco-

or intervals.

In the Praeludium

The groppetti

as virtuoso

appear singly

tion, and also together with other written-out

charac-

and groppo occur on the

discant close.

a groppo in the tenor close.

The piece
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Tomkins'

Hunting

Galliard

frequent use of groppi
appear on ascending
sequences

(Ex.4.65) likewise

as virtuoso

intervals

constructed

decoration;

of the second.

almost entirely

b.29-30

are the groppetti

discant

closes.

demonstrates

here they all
Bars 23 to 28 are

of groppi.

occurrences

decoration

that there is no consistency

melodic

design

affecting
whereas,
note.

the diminution

is concerned.

The ambiguity

which exists

The following

a comparison

of a piece,

the latter being

!~.
I

the

The first or the second

for cadences

extract

between

" ...•

133:1:1

regarding

as the main note,

the first note is always

constitutes

(b)

as virtuoso

of the basic note

is used interchangeably

with the groppo,

here as well.

of the groppetto

as far as the identification

note of the groppetto

Only in

and groppi used in two succeeding

A study of various
reveals

the

the auxiliary

is thus applied

illustrates

this point;

the first and fourth sections

a variation

of the first section:
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The fourth section
the melody, with
left hand.
is based.

(h)) consists

accompanying

the first section

the notes

From this, it is evident

Ex. 4.66 (a).

it in the

(Ex.4.66

upon which

of

(a),

the diminution

that the groppetto

in b.48

is based on the second b in the tenor of b.1 of
The c I of the groppetto

The first groppetto

(Ex.4.66(b)),

is however,

first section,
clarify

with

(g)) clarifies

of Ex.4.66(b)

groppetto

(b), (d), (f) and

groppi and groppetti

A comparison

(c), (e) and

note.

(Ex.4.66

based

upon the 9 (first note of b.2,

so that the second note of the

is now the auxiliary

how the auxiliary

the auxiliary

of b.49 in the fourth section

Ex.4.66(a)),

the remaining

is therefore

note.

notes, with

The encircled

their diminutions.

note can be either

notes
It shows

the first or the second

note of the SEoppetto.
The descending

intervals

for most groppetti
basic intervals
bellish

in the FVB.

In E'x.4.67 the outlines

are not obscured,

the intervals

intervals

of a second and a fifth form the basis

as the groppetti

of a fifth and a second.

are g-c, e-A, f"-b', c"-f#',

In

a - d, d'-g:

of the

clearly em(a) these

y.
I

-=¥-~
I

In Ex.4.67

(b) the groppetto

lish a descending
The groppetto
an ornament,
tervallic

interval

is employed

sequentially

of the second.

also functions

independently

i.e. it need not of necessity

diminution.

can act as optional

to embel-

These excerpts

decoration

from an interval

as

be based upon an in-

show that the groppetti

to fill the space between

inter-

vals:

1'\
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In Ex.4.68

(a) the basic notes are g - f# - e.

link these notes without
employed

being a diminution

as independent

ing intervals.
connecting

entities

Similarly,

large disjunct

A stereotyped

figure

is regularly

employed

ly, although

not always,

being ornamented

as tirate

by two ornamental

decoration.

It acts as a mini cadence,
close are present,

notes -

This occurs most-

at the end of a section,

Morley,

"
~~
~

connect-

after the finafor the last

the first of the two

by this figure:

Ex.4.69

(a)

as tirate,

intervals.

as virtuoso

two notes of the discant

They are

(c) they function

- a groppo preceded

lis has been reached.

thereof.

and function

in (b) and

The groppetti

~

I_~

II

"

•

~

(FVB

Goe from my window
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This figure
framework
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is also employed

is intrinsically
employed

became

different

seventeenth-century
isolated

to the non-alternating

The tirata

tremolo,

further ornaments

stance, the tremoletti.

as it

notes.

Neither

consists

tremoletto

of eight or
and slide

by ornament

sym-

in the same manner

century.

is also the one ornament

ture upon which

between

and in time were indicated

the later seventeenth

and given a name.

ornaments,

The tirata usually

While the groppo,

musi-

type, as these typically

bols, the tirata ceased to be classified
during

the

from other written-out

from the other written-out

standardized

within

(Ex.4.69(b)).

by sixteenth-and

employ very few notes.
more notes.

I

movement

does not involve any kind of alternation
does it conform

•• n-

~

to provide

it is, in fact, a passaggio,

It is different

I

t

4
or.

of static chords

The tirata
ornaments

,".

-

which can serve as a struc-

can be constructed,

As the tirata

so closely

for in-

resembles

the

ordinary

diminution

distinguishable

employed

by composers

from the passaggi

of all the written-out

ments - it can only be classified
function

associated

possible

to view any passaggio

wise melodic

This ambiguity
pieces
clarify
while

It would otherwise

which

involves

(Ex.4.70 and 4.71).

the brackets

is clearly

in the very first two

In Ex.4.70,

structure

identify

an expansion

a tirata.

the tirate.

passaggi
panding

expands

descending

passage

of the piece,

At fig. 3, how-

with passaggi,

e' - e could be seen as

fills the interval

a - d and in
Tirate

except

commencing

fig. 8, in which

and

at a'.

Variations

the expansion
22 to 24 of

(b. 169 - 192) seem to consist exclusively

which obscure

even

at figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 - all of them ex-

close intervals,

Walsingham

notes

The tirata at fig. 2

it to one and a half octave.

are featured

covers the octave,

the encircled

of the a' at fig. 1.

At fig. 4, a tirata

the process

and Munday's

of the variations

ever, the left hand is clearly occupied
though the stepwise

be

as a tirata.

is already illustrated

the harmonic

a

some kind of step-

that appear in the FVB, Bull's Walsingham

Fantasia

orna-

as such when it fulfills

with the tirata.

movement

- it is the least

the original

note values

of tirate,

to an almost unrecogniza-

ble extent.
Munday's

Fantasia

Praetorius'

(Ex.4.71) displays

description

down the keyboard. ,53
disjunct

intervals

In Ex.4.71

a number

of tirate

fitting

of them as 'rapid little runs up and
In this case they serve to connect the

whilst

providing

a sweeping

the notes of the intervals

virtuoso

connected

movement.

are encircled.

The principal functions of the tirata in the FVB are the filling
up of a disjunct, and the expansion of a conjunct interval.
These

functions,

purpose,

however,

may be combined with

that of connecting

by Morley,

provides

phrases.

an excellent

Ex.4.72,

illustration

an additional
a Galliarda
of this.

1:2:3,
2:6:3
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In the varied
tirata

repeat of the first section

fills the octave

and therefore

(Ex.4.72(b)),

f' - fll (unornamented

also connects

the

in Ex.4.72(a)),

the second section of the repeat

with its first part.
Bull's Variatio
scending

illustrates

passage,

the expansion

of a stepwise

de-

g - f~ - e in the bass, over two octaves by

means of tirate:

In the varied

repeat of the second strain

tirata begins

on g - being

ceding

it, which

to e,a seventh

higher.

pre-

of the d' in the tenor

to the third crotchet

it to p# two octaves

the

of the groppetto

in turn is a diminution

which has been shifted
expands

an extension

(Ex.4.73(b)),

of the bar - and

lower, and finally

leads it back

The first part of the minim e is in

turn adorned with a groppetto.

A study of Morley's

Nancie

(Ex.4.74) provides

of how tirate can be used in differing
Ex.4.74,

a tirata breaks

of the second section with
a ninth,
phrases.

the interval

the next.

phrase

At fig. 6, a descending

e" - d" in the soprano at fig. 4 to
tirata connects

At fig. 8 the tirata serves

to connect

At figs. 9 - 10, two tirate expand

of fig. 3.

At fig. 5 of

the end of the three-bar

and at fig. 7 an ascending

at fig. 2.

study

up the long note value of c' at fig. 1,

and at the same time connects
tirata expands

ways.

a fruitful

At first, a' - g' is expanded

the b - fll
the two

the notes a' - g' - f'

via a descending

tira-
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ta to a' - g, then a new tirata conunences at e" expanding
f'. At figs. 11,12 and .13, the minim
into seven-note

tirate.

means of virtuoso
in the discant
of a tirata,

Nancie

The accento
occur,

Zacconi
evidence
wise

however,

a tirata

can fulfill.

All this

in the FVB, and when it does

to the type which
of one ornamental

The single-note,
resembles

in the FVB.

descending

for illustra-

part of the passaggi.

as consisting
- which

example

due to the fact that the tirata

is a rare occurrence

strong beats.

of the groppi

17 and 18 where a single

an excellent

functions

it is similar

scribe,

for the motion

At fig. 16, d' and c are linked by way

thus offers

unobtrusively,

is inseparably

up

up and spread over an octave.

tion of the various
occurs

prepare

as is the case in figs.

note is broken
Morley's

closes.

broken

14,15 and 17, the tirate, by

At figs.

movement,

c is repeatedly

it to

the English

quaver,

falling between

pattern

occurs

and Rogniono

de-

note falling between

onbeat accento

The accenti

crotchets,

Diruta

of Bovicelli

lute back fall - is not in

in the FVB occur on four step-

and in each case an ornamental

the crotchets,

is introduced.

twice, but only on two descending

semi-

A similar

crotchets:

~
I

The other examples

and

are diminutions

of a four-note

tirata:54

In this Byrd Pavana, both

the original

and the accento

in the

repeat are shown:

The accento

occurs only as abstract

decoration

of intervals

and not in cadences.

There

are only two occurrences

the FVB.
accordance

of the written-out

Both of these are found in cadences,
with

counterparts

any prescription

which

in

is not in

given by the Continental

of the Virginalists.

the anticipated

tremolo

note of resolution

They occur as decoration
in a discant

close:

of

r ~--

I.
Interestingly

enough,

the tremolo never occurs

the note of resolution

in the FVB.

cipated note of resolution,
tween the anticipation
case in descriptions
typically

are no occurrences

As a diminution

it consists

of the tremolo
a stepwise

of the anti-

of the alternation

and the suspended

occurs within

as decoration-of

dissonance.

in Continental
descending

As is the
sources,

interval.

in the FVB of a written-out

be-

tremolo

it

There
employ-

ing the lower auxiliary.

Like the tremoletto
FVB has
--

a dual nature

cendens)

It occurs

~

is exceptionally

occur with

They can therefore

of an existing
diminution.

diminution,

In descending

in the

the upper auxiliary

(as-

variants

~.

--

(des-

: anapestic

The anapestic

used as descendens,

occurs

cally used as a diminution

1,the tremoletto

the lower auxiliary

the same frequency

In the FVB the tremoletto
tirate.

employs

in two rhythmical

and dactylic

arrangement

in Chapter

: that employing

and the other which

cendens).

variants

described

while

as ascendens.

only on crotchets

of stepwise

the two

ascending

and is typi-

and descending

be seen as an additional
and is thus a further
chains of notes,

decoration

diminution

the dactylic

of a

tremo-

letto which employs

the upper auxiliary,

is used to adorn the

crotchets:

It is evident
following

that the tremoletti
tirate:55

Ex.4.80

.,
I

In Ex.4.81(a),
ornamented
,
56
1 lary :

55

above are diminutions

J

1===° ===::::::::::::=F ~

with dactylic

of a stepwise

tremoletti

ascending

which employ

For similar occurrences, see FVB II 100:2:3;
238:2:4; 240:6:4; 248:4:2; 304:2:2.
303: 6: 3.

I

~

the crotchets

56 For other examples,

of the

see FVB I 140:4:1;

tirata are

the lower auxi-

105:1:1;

176:5:2;

II 100:2:2;

•.

"

1:
cending
which

.,.

r

.~

on descending

r

ing tirata.
fashion,

The tremoletti

that is, employing

of an ascending

in

and descend-

are used here in the traditional

by Praetorius,

Ammerbach

the lower auxiliAry

and Sancta Maria;

ascending

and the upper

descending.

The tremoletto
descending

r

i

Ex.4.81 (b) is an illustration

form a diminution

as described

auxiliary

r

i

J

tirate occur less often than on as-

tirate in the FVB.

tremoletti

J

J

-.J

Tremoletti

.

••

may also embellish

crotchets,

these examples

which

two or three ascending

can be seen as a mini tirata.
57
rhythm is used:

the dactylic

or
In all

Ex.4.82
Ascending

.'"! ~T"
A

I

1 7 .•..•.•.•

..•.•

i

For other examples in the FVB, see I 11:3: 1, 19:2:2; 27:4:4;
333:2:2; 347:2:1; II 196:4:2; 258:3:3; 288:2:3; 303:6:3;
434:4:3.

(FVB II 397:3:3)

Byrd, Pavana
J'I

I

-

-.J
J'I

-.J

Another

I

r

I

as an embellishment
wise ascending

,

i

context in which

of tremoletti

I

the tremoletto

of a single

crotchet;

are used in this manner.
and descending

is used in the FVB is

melodic

in fact, the majority

They occur in both steplines:

The two types of tremoletti
context of ascendens
on stepwise

ascending

on stepwise

which

a tremoletto

not always

descending

applied in the

notes and descendens

notes, but can be used vice versa.

FVB this is the exception.
descendens

are, however,

appears

Ex.4.84(a)

illustrates

on a descepding

ascendens which

ornaments

In the

a tremoletto

tirata, and Ex.4.84(b)

an ascending

melodic

line:

In Philips'

intabulation

cendens

and descendens

cending

crotchets

crotchets
Finally,

Laborez

the tremcletti

are used alternatively

(Ex.4.84(c))

as-

on stepwise

and then on stepwise

des-

ascending

(Ex.4.84(d)).
the tremoletto

wise ascent
interval,

can occur in contexts

or descent.

ment may be approached

The contexts

- ornament

movement.

differ widely

: the orna-

or descending

or quit by a combination

- interval, or interval

They are sometimes

more often occur isolated
descendens

other than step-

and quit by an ascending

or be approached

wise movement
stepwise

Margott

of step-

- ornament

used sequentially,

on sin~le crotchets.

but

The tremoletto

is also found more often in this context

than the

ascendens.

The most popular

context

is that of stepwise

ascent, and only the descendens

descent

type of tremoletto

- stepwise

is used, as

in Ex.4.85:

Other contexts

include stepwise

(e.g. I 51:1:3),

ascending

I 11:3:2), stepwise
stepwise

ascent

interval

- stepwise

val - descending
ascending

wise ascent

interval
interval

descent

interval

- stepwise

- stepwise

ascent - descending

- ascending

interval

ascent

descent

ascent

interval

(e.g.

(e.g. I 176:1:1)

(e.g. I 51 :3:1), ascending

(e.g. II 304:2:3),

ascending

(e.g. I 85:3:2), ascending

(e.g. I 11:3:2), descending

(e.g. II 100:3:1) and stepwise

interval

interval

descent

inter-

- step-

- descending

in te rva 1 (e.g. I 34 3 :4 :2) .
These tremoletti

are often used sequentially

may occur in any of the contexts

mentioned

as a motive,

above:

-

and

r
Bull, Variatio

t

(FVB I 176:1:1)

."l

In Ex.4.86(a)
cending

r::~:--A.----..,.-~--r.L

five descending

interval;

intervals

stepwise

ascent - ascending

scending

interval.

val structure

A. :

one sees four different

- descending

cends stepwise

.•

In

stepwise

stepwise

as-

ascent and descent;

then

(fll- c" - a' - f' - d'); and finally
interval

and stepwise

(b), the melodic

after the tremoletto.
before

contexts:

ascent

line consistently

In (c) and

and after the tremoletto

- deas-

(d) the inter-

remains

the same,

A certain

characteristic

behaviour

emerges

on closer examina-

tion of the contexts

other than stepwise

which

is used in the FVB: all save one of the

the tremoletto

tremoletti

ascendens

a stepwise

descending

descendens

are followed by an ascending

val.

The melodic

ascent or descent

are followed by a descending
note, while

the majority

context preceding

interval

in
or

of tremoletti

stepwise

note or inter-

the tremoletto,

is more confusing.

Both ascending

notes and intervals

occur in almost equal number here; it is

therefore

to ascertain

pattern

difficult

exists

whether

ascent or stepwise

The slide in the FVB does not occur
although when

descriptions

both on or before

in a context
descent.

frequently

it does, it conforms

as given by the Continental

stepwise

or not any specific

for the use of the tremoletto

other than only stepwise

ornament,

and descending

however,

as a written-out

largely with the

treatises.

the beat, and the first two notes of the orna-

ment can be dotted or consist

of equal note values.

cases the last note of the slide is at least double
of the preceding

It is used
In all
the value

ones, so that there is a characteristic

gression-to-repose:

pro-

With

a few exceptions,

occur on crotchets.
quaver

before

Only one written-out

the beat

found in which

all the written-out

(Ex.4.88(a))

1

slide occurs

u:

(b)

and only six instances

-

."-r

J.

i

lcJ·

•.••.•ifr

•.!J.
"

I

,

making

appearances

The onbeat slide greatly outnumbers

the beat;

the latter always employ

This occurs at FVB I 69:1:1;
423:4:2; 449:4:~
These are,FVB

(Ex.4.88 (b)):58

~

The dotted slide is a rare phenomenon,

before

are

••

~u

only.59

on a

~

J'\~

occurring
60
values.

in the FVB

the slide takes the value of a minim

Jl

three places

slides

II 304:4:2;

217:4:3,4;

447:4:3;

at
those

equal note

II 422:4:1;

449:4:4.

E.g., FVB I 19:1:2, 2:1,3:2;
65:4:2; 93:6:2;
258:3:T";"'"II161:1 :2, 3:2; 240:6:2; 245:5:1.

101:2:3,3:1;

It is not always possible
be interpreted
diminution,

as a simple melodic

or whether

an ornament,

before

the slide should

motive which

it is meant specifically

as the following

Farnaby,

In Ex.4.89

to ascertain whether

prebeat

slides

The Flatt Pavan

are simply part of an imitated

motive,

to be seen as

indicate:

(FVB II 454:5:3)

the 'slides' are only incidental,

the beat and in (b) on the beat.

is part of the

in

(a) appearing

In both

cases they

as may be seen in

Ex. 4.90 (a) :

--fJ

-"

====:l

~/

r ~

&;

~~

~!
..

1lI""'1"
••.

~

!

Ji :!:

.J

~.

,~

- .....•••-

,... .J,

.•. ~

-

,~~~'::1'
~
-

"'-*

•

~

The imitation

may lead to slides which

(Ex.4.90(b)).

In Ex.4.90(c)

note motive which

certain characteristics
ornament
quently
which

the slide is inherent

is given sequential

A study of 139 appearances
is used:

occur simultaneously

treatment.

of the slide in the FVB has revealed

in the melodic

six contexts

than the rest.

contexts

a diminution

the

used more fre-

The most favoured melodic

(30 times), in effect being

§ffl j

in which

are consistently

the slide is found, is the stepwise

fourth:

in a five-

61

approach

passage

upon

from below

of the interval

of a

J

~

The others

appear in the following

- approached

by a descending
~3
I

manner:

third,

diminution

of two repeated

fifth, diminution

of a descending

r=n

I

!

~3··Z
- approached
third

(18

by a descending
times) :

---.~ - j]J

r+4==

l-3 --l

- approached
second

(15

- descending

descending,

times):

~

(12

~

diminution

4

of a descending

second

r- '" -,

~is ~J

by the sane note, diminution

times):

of an ascending

J J

fourth, diminution

( 1 4 time s) :

- preceded

-..

stepwise

~

of an ascending

third

Half of the above cases are in ascending
intervals

are taken into account.

contexts.

The other melodic

contexts,

if the basic

The rest are in descending

patterns

prefer

the ascending

con-

text:

•

A:·

U·-L'~

:

¥;.•

_

I

~_~;5

---..
"--.!
Even though
ascending
typical

a variety of contexts

melodic

contexts

12

OJ

.

=r

is employed,

it is clear that

- both by step and by skip - are more

in the use of the slide.

cuti vely, especially

:

• 1:
.....-

in descending

The slides often appear conseand ascending

intervals:

=f ,. J---+Ji

-

_

~ .. ~

..:....J ~ .

1'\

....•. , ...

Ie.!

.

- -I~--

Two descending crotchets are often the vehicle
upon W h'lCh the s l'd'
l e lS ma de: 62

for diminution

'---

62 For other examples,
449:4:4.

see FVB I 59:1:2; 69:1:1;

II 347:2:5;

The slide can, of course,
dic contexts

mentioned

There are two examples
stration
chords

also occur alone in any of the melo-

above:

in the FVB which

of the clamatione,

changing harmony with

resemble

Diruta's

in that the left hand consists
the slide:

illuof

In accordance
to commence

with Diruta's

a piece,

prescription

one can often find a repeat or new section

of a piece in the FVB which begins with

Tisdall,

Galiarda

~

4

,

~

It~

a slide:

(FVB II 486:3:2)

....-.F f'"',

j

that the slide be used

~

~

5.

THE ORNAMENTS INDICATED
VIRGINAL BOOK

5.1

The Purpose
Signs

Two ornament
the FVB.

and Use of the Single-

signs, the single and double

At first glance

are scattered

without

it would

purpose

tually not a page without
dication

music, when compared

to the question

regarded

as abstract,

to the structure
concern

stroke,

any of these.

of whether

optional

Their frequency

practice.

Another

throughout

question

pressive

character,

which arises,

fancy, without

Margaret

of this music,

the virginal

should be

The latter certainly

this century.

But the ornaments

This leads in-

or as indispensable

they were added at the composer's

for their exact placement.

and in-

keyboard

these ornaments

decoration,

signs

for there is vir-

in sixteenth-century

of the music.

the view held earlier
1
thus:

feature in

seem that the ornament

with Continental

evitably

and Double-Stroke

over the music,

by symbol are unique

is whether

BY SIGN IN THE FITZWILLIAM

was

Glyn comments

scattered

books, have no ex-

and are not essential

to the text.
Van den Borren

holds the same view:2

... we have, in fact, a conviction
graces

are purely

the presence

superficial

that the

ornaments

only,

of which has no determining

fluence on the stylistic
nal compositions

...

physiognomy

It suffices

in-

of virgi-

to read just

as they are - that is to say, deprived

of their

M.H. Glyn, Elizabethan Vir inal Music and its Com osers
(London: Wm. Reeves, 1934 , p.57.
C. van den Borren, The Sources of Keyboard
England (London: Novello, 1914), p.148.

Music

in

ornaments
modern

- the pieces

contained

reprint of Parthenia,

the conclusion
are wholly

in the

to come to

that these compositions

sufficient

that the mordents

in themselves,

and

and shakes add nothing

to their beauty.

It is certainly
the ornaments,

true that virginal

music can function

for they do not influence

without

its structure.

How-

ever, it would be doing the music a great injustice

to rob it

of one of those elements

of it and

which

which plays such a prominent
music historians
was performed

on the piano,

their opinions
strument

mentioned

is so characteristic

role i~ its beautification.

above wrote at a time when this music
and they might well have reconsidered

had they heard these ornaments

for which the music was intended.

ing the viewpoints
existence

they appear

in placement

favour-

is, of course,

and the frequency

in copies of the same piece.

shown in Chapter

played on the in-

One argument

of Glyn and van den Borren

of differences

The

However,

the

in which

as has been

3, this may often be traced to scribal error

or to the whims of an independent
ly true of Cosyn

scribe.

(in Co), who virtually

The latter

rewrote

is certain-

most of the music

he copied.
On the other hand, how, then, does one explain

the fact that

these composers

of stenographic

symbols,

took such care in the addition

especially

in the light of their profusion?

it would have been more expedient
to the discretion
the ornaments

case on the Continent,
players

to have left the ornamentation

of the individual

wherever

performer,

where treatises

were written

where and how to add ornaments.
manuals

stead, composers

preferred

be played,

In England,

are conspicuous

thus expressing

It is, of course, possible
does, merely

who might place

they best suited his purpose,

such instruction

Certainly,

to indicate

instructing
however,

by their absence:

where ornaments

their intentions

in-

ought to

clearly.

to view the ornaments,

as 'pleasing embellishment

as was the

as Ferguson

to be added or omitted

accor?ing

to taste

.•. they will add a delightful

zest to the performance,.3
issue, however,
considerable
Ferguson's

This is a one-sided

for it cannot be denied

time and effort
remarks

ly at the discretion
former to consult
fore performing
and demerits

in the indication

to the performance
of the player.

should be played

tive freedom

in his choice of ornaments,
the ornament

or pattern

many characteristics

in imitative

symbols

stract, decorative
line, giving
Diruta's

signs are used in a
reason other

Research

as to where
Glyn's

their careful

into

and how they

remark

the composers'

passages,

that it is

use of the
notation

in

elements

which

serve to enliven
to the music,

There are instances

serve no particular

to cite but two examples?

in the FVB can, and must be viewed

'grace and elegance'

remark.

beautification

neverthe-

the top, middle or lower note, or their identi-

cal positioning
The ornament

to de-

has rela-

the question

to the music.

and, in fact, disproves

through

these,

and for a particular

well nigh impossible to comprehend
4
signs.
How else does one explain
chords

the merits

that the performer/interpreter

than adding grace and elegance
are employed,

piece be-

and where.

conceded

less arises as to whether

if on-

for a per-

considered

collated

After having

their use reveals

music,

It is essential

of each source and having

manner

the fact that the orna-

of virginal

it, and only after having

spent

of ornaments.

all source copies of a particular

cide which ornaments

specific

view of the

that composers

do at least recognize

ments are essential

sparkle and

function

of the music.

in which

the melodic

to borrow
the ornaments

other than the ornamentation
Consider

as ab-

this excerpt

and

from Byrd's

La Volta:

H. Ferguson, ed., Early English Keyboard Music: An Anthology,
2 vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1971), 2:12.
Glyn, Elizabethan,

pp.57f.

N J

An examination
out graces

of the passage

in Ex.5.1 played,

and then, subsequently,

provides

more meaningful

The aural effect

exactly

that which the term

which ornaments,
in virginal

music

supports

to the basic structure
the written-out

an altogether

'ornamentation'

adds grace.

richer

this:

implies,

which

is

namely,

they are additional

of the music.

and

thus obtained

The nature of the ornament

ornamentation,

with-

with graces added, will re-

veal that the second version
experience.

initially,

that

symbols

decoration

In this they differ

from

is part of the musical

structure.
Upon closer

scrutiny,

of the knowledge
such as where
note values,

ments
differ

gained

one discovers
to them.

in what melodic

context

that they exhibit
Employed

The single-

in this fashion,

confirming

the interpretation

through

their individuality
of the ornament

pages these characteristics

treatises,

and on what

certain

characterthey have a

decorative

and double-stroke

in their mode of application

in terms

Continental

other than that of being mere abstract

in the music.

haviour,

are considered

from contemporary

they appear,

istics peculiar
function

if the ornaments

signs often

characteristic

and providing

symbols.

are examined.

elebe-

clues to

In the following

The double-and
in virtually

single-stroke

ornaments

every place imaginable

of occurrence

attests

to that.

in the music:

This conforms

of Diruta and other sixteenth-century
added anywhere
where tremoli

or in any place:

in the FVB can be found

with the practice

writers:

as Piccinini

should be made are infinite,.5

tive of the nature of ornamentation:

the profusion

they may be

says,

'places

This is indica~

it should be spontaneous

and not easily bound by hard and fast rules.
A closer
ployed

look at the ornaments

at certain

cadence

points,

decoration

structural

of a written-out

ly that ornaments
stroke
cantly,

in cadences
music

in cadences,

name-

or at the be-

In the FVB, only the double

and it is specifically
or diminuta

All the Continental

ornamentation

the exception
in cadences.6

treatises,

applied

cadence.

to

Signifi-

in the FVB is a single stroke found in cadences

in this context.
cadence

This is in accordance

in Continental

or canzona.

close in a simple

nowhere

such as at

of a work or as additional

should be applied

is used in cadences,

that they are often em-

in the music,

ornament.

encountered

of a ricercare

the discant

points

at the beginning

with prescriptions
ginning

reveals

treatises

refer to the groppo

of Valente,

who advises

In this respect,

which describe

for this purpose,

that the sign

It' be used

the use of the double

in the FVB and in other collections

with

stroke

of virginal

is unique.

In the following

examples,

close is ornamented

the note of resolution

with a double

stroke,

or one of the other more characteristic

in a discant

and not with a groppo

diminutions:

r

Frequently,
mented

a typical

r

diminution

of the discant

- in this case the anticipation

and the note of resolution
diminution

of a diminution.

additional

ornamentation,

itself.

close is orna-

of the note of resolution

It thus becomes

a further

The latter is the vehicle
incidated

by symbol

for the

in Ex.5.3:

,...,)

Farnaby,

Similarly,

Groude

(FVB II 354:2:3)

one finds that other written-out

as the tirata and tremoletto

are vehicles

ornaments

such

for ornamentation:

Below are some of the typical
the finalis of cadences,

figures occurring

which are vehicles

repeatedly

on

for ornamentation:

Ex.5.5

~======_.
In the ensuing

Pavana by Byrd, all the sections

save the first, receive

this treatment:

and repeats,

The right-hand

figure is often ornamented

left hand may have ornaments

r J.

,

whereas

the

on the first or second pulse unit

of the figure, or on both:

Another

ornamented

figure employed

in cadences

is an arpeggiated

chord in the left hand; here the top note is ornamented
double

stroke:

with a

The single

stroke makes

isolated

appearances

in this context,

as in this Galiarda:

The advice contained
the beginning
English
names,

in the treatises

of a ricercare

counterpart,

that ornaments

or canzona,

the Fantasia

e.g. Ut re mi), in the FVB:

is applied

be added at
to their

(sometimes also called by note

Curiously,

in none of the two pieces

or consequent
apparently

entries ornamented

deliberate,

mented differently,
in the Fantasias
p.395),

Bull

pure melodic
subsequent

similarly

for the rest of the entries

or not at all.

(I p.423), Morley

quent entries.

this is

are all orna-

This is also demonstrated
in the FVB, e.g. Byrd (I

(II p.57) and Farnaby

there are far fewer ornaments

(II p.270).

in the subse-

They appear to be used on the first entry as

decoration,

hence their abundance

lack of consistency

ornamented;

Farnaby,

is the second

in a similar manner;

of other composers

In these Fantasias

in Ex.5.10

there and the

in the other voices.

in Sweelinck,the

first two voices,

and in

the first three:

JI

,
It)

u

I ""--':~

i~

.a.

p. ",

Do

n

:

In both cases, only one ornament
in contrast

to those mentioned

are unornamented,

The instructions

occurs

earlier.

Praetorius,

Ammerbach

~~ ~

.

••

is

The rest of the entries

treatises

(II 297:4:3).

do not throw much

light upon this aspect, and the only information
from Diruta,

~

in the theme, which

save one in the Sweelinck

from Continental

.-

available

and Sancta Maria.

comes

The only

melodic

context

wise ascending
moletto

explicitly

mentioned

and descending

must be employed,

The melodic

notes, where the tremolo or tre-

depending

ascent or descent

by them is that of stepupon the note value used.

also determines

which

auxiliary

note should be used.
In a study of the melodic
ble-stroke

ornaments

contexts

appear

in which the single- and dou-

in the FVB, it was discovered

they occur in a variety of these.

A list of them are given in

Tables

5.1 and 5.2; they show the intervals which precede
7
follow an ornament.
The incidence with which particular

tervals precede

that

the single stroke from below,

and
in-

follows here; they

are taken from Table 5.1:
Interval:
Composer:

rest same

3

4

5

6

7

25 8

4

-

3

- 17 3

8

9

10 11 12 13

Bull

3

11

Byrd

9

9

77 41 27 7

2

2

1

28 20 9

3

2

3 4

2

7

60 20 23 4

6

- 10

1

Farnaby
Others
It is evident
strokes

2

2

4

1

1

1

from the table above that the majority

are approached

from below by the interval

1

1
1
of single

of a second,

third and fourth, and in the case of Bull, by the octave.
though almost any conceivable
combination

is possible,

and are typically
typical

preceding

- following

a few tend to be repeatedly

associated

is that of the single

with the single stroke.
stroke approached

1

Al-

interval
encountered
The most

from below by a

The following pieces were studied.
Table 5:1 : FVB I pp.196,
202, 25, 65, 72-77, 87, 154, 291, 296, 331, 335,~6,
351,
358, 359, 427, 432, 436, 203, 204, 210, 215, 218, 226, 235,242,
245, 248, 254, 258, 267, 363, 365, 371, 394, 395, 401, 406;
43, 57, 12, 54, 63, 107, 124, 131, 138, 149, 170, 178;
II pp.
15, 17, 19, 72, 75, 77, 160, 161, 261, 265, 270, 273,
340, 350, 371, 416, 421, 1, 25, 135, 158, 234, 236, 240, 256,
258, 278, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 366, 370, 381, 413,
414, 418, 412, 424, 487, 44, 47, 48, 68, 104, 112, 193, 200,
203, 208, 217, 384, 389, 390, 394, 429, 436, 440, 171, 173,387,
179, 209, 51, 94, 100, 269, 116, 121, 125, 146, 258.
Table 5.2 : FVB I pp.57, 65, 72, 74, 89, 54, 62, 70, 124,
129, 141, 199:-203, 209, 218, 234, 245; II pp.51, 87.

second,

third or fourth, and followed by the descending

val of a second.
single

strokes

Most single

In the works

of Byrd examined,

inter-

83 out of 138

fall into this category.

strokes

occur upon notes which

are approached

from

below or by the same note, and are followed by the same note or
one which

is lower, by a rest, or a tied note

pensions)

followed by a descending

single-stroke

ornaments

This indicates

Alman by Farnaby

ornament
employs

researched,

curve.

demonstrates

the single

often occurs on the high-

The following

points.

contains

The single stroke is only occasionally
proached
occurs

from a higher

in Farnaby's

by a note higher
(see Table 5.1).

(I p.226)

Byrd

in this fashion.
preceded

and followed

In this study only 96 are ap-

note, of which

works

from an

a single-stroke

In Treg Ground

stroke continuously

by a higher note in the FVB.

section

this admirably:

contour in this example

at the highest

of a total of 561

431 fall in this category.

that the single stroke

est note of a melodic

Each melodic

interval:

(including sus-

- 29 in all.

than that upon which

the highest

incidence

Only 44 are followed
the single stroke

occurs

The single stroke on a tied note, followed

by a note the inter-

val of a second lower, ~s also very cornmon.
preceding

the ornament

the interval

from below occurs

of the octave,

which

and Bull's use of the single
the progression

: ascending

less often,

is a regular

stroke.
octave

for instance.)

A large interval
feature

single-stroke

octave,

emphasizes

a high note by adding a single stroke.

invariably

preceded

wise ascending
a specific

characteristic

other composers

who employs

in the melodic

context,

when compared

with the latter's

the melodic

similar fashion,

a more specific

contexts

more often than the

melodic

manner

in the FVB.

that it should appear
With one exception,

the double

for certain melodic

variety

ornaments

in a

vary greatly.8

most frequently

of its profusion,

it is logical

of melodic

contexts.

stroke does not evidence

contexts

stroke,

use.

of 634 double-stroke

in a greater

that the

role than the double

for it is the ornament
Because

in which

one can conclude

it was found that these contexts

This is not surprising,

ference

and is

The only excep-

and the specific

fulfills

countered

in a step-

in the FVB.

single stroke

Studying

These are

is also remarkable,

it noticeably

-

is lower:

of the single stroke.

Due to its limited appearance,
it is employed

ornament

use of the single stroke
context

employs

on many occasions,

by a large interval which

or descending

tion is Farnaby,

Farnaby,

for

in Farnaby's

(Bull frequently

descending

The absence of the frequent

except

to the same extent

a preas the

en-

single stroke.
sistency,

The only context

is that of stepwise

used extensively

ascending

Just under a third of the double-stroke

with any con-

and descending
ornaments

tested are

employed

in this manner

- 205 out of a total of 634.

Consider

BullIs Quadran

Pavan, where all the ornaments

first section are either
context:

in a stepwise

ascending

notes.

in the

or descending

The ornamented

stepwise

cal than the stepwise
to 47.

descending

ascending

It is significant

one also mentioned
of intervals

line is also far more typi-

line:

that this melodic

by the Continental

preceding

or following

not such that a preference

158 incidences,
context

treatises.

the double

for a specific

compared

is the only

The incidence

stroke is also

context

can be isola-

ted, as is the case with the single stroke.

Both ornaments

are

frequently

of the melodic

con-.

employed

as integrated

text, and as such are intrinsic
melody.
melody

components

elements

in the character

The fact that they are used consistently
recurs,

proves

wherever

that they are not mere optional

--

«.J

"

'f

.

•

i

J.oJ
e; .•

•

.

~

~
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this

decoration,

as in Ex.5.15:
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.
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in imitative

counterpoint

again with such consistency

as part of the motive.

a plainsong

make
that

In Ex.5.16

theme:
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This motivic
nalists

interplay

as a method

is an important

of melodic

notes are ornamented

device used by the Virgi-

development;

the fact that the

thus may be a means of attracting

attention

to their identity:

Byrd uses the device
mented

for the whole of a section,

in the sequence,

or ornamented

The use of the single and double
the texture of the music
in different
the FVB:

textures

in exactly

either unornathe same manner:

stroke also differs

is concerned.

were counted

as far as

The following

of the ornaments

occurrences

studied

in

277
RH 1 voice

LH 1 voice RH 2 voices LH 2 voices RH-chord

LH-chord

Single stroke:
351
Double

60

115

30

7

2

226

110

19

6

stroke:

260

46

The single stroke occurs mostly
note, followed
occurrences
casionally

by two voices

in the right hand on a single

in the same hand.

in a chord is virtually
does it appear

negligible,

and only oc-

in the left hand, with the preference

once again for a single note.
shows a preference

The number of

~he use of the double

stroke

for a single note in the right hand as well,

and its occurrence in two voices in the right hand is only
slightly less.
The double stroke is also encountered far more
frequently
conclude

in the left hand, especially

in two voices.

from the above that the interpretation

of the single

stroke may involve the use of more than two fingers,
preference

phenomenon

which occasionally

in the FVB is the change of texture

takes place

In the following

when the single

example,

stroke is em-

the single stroke occurs

the right hand in one voice, whereas
multivoiced:9

the preceding

The repeat of the section

provides

monstration

hence the

for use on a single note or two notes.

An interesting
ployed.

One may

in Ex.5.19

texture was

an effective

of the fact that this is not accidental,

second bar of Ex.5.20,

the double-stroke

ornament

in

de-

for in the

is not placed

In Ex.5.21,

the single strokes are all preceded

lowed - by two or more voices;
ly on the single

This behaviour

the texture

changes only momentari-

stroke to one voice:

is in accordance

with the fact that most single

strokes occur on single notes in the right hand.
that this change of texture
ly associated

- and then fol-

It would

is not only deliberate,

seem

but typical-

with the single stroke, as similar behaviour

for

When the texture

is predominantly

the treble with chordal
ceives

that of a single voice

accompaniment,

La Volta,

directions. 10

in Ex.5.22.

one double

stroke

is predominantly

is in agreement

This is illustrated

in the entire work

in Byrd's

features

(at II 189:1:2),

and for

single-voiced.

symbols appear,

for certain values.

in the FVB reveal

show clear

The single and double

the following

}

}.

J

Single stroke

112

310

7

48

Double

131

262

10

153

stroke

In both cases, the majority

of ornaments

with none on semibreves

case of the single stroke,
on crotchets

or longer values.

In the

There is little use of ornaments

on semiquavers,

which accords,

the Continental

treatises.

II pp.44,53),

appear on crotchets

they appear almost three times more

than on minims.

cally on semiquavers

strokes

number of occurrences:

j

and minims,

only

strokes occur in the right hand, which

The note values on which ornament
preferences

which

Here, the accompaniment

the rest all the double

studied

the single voice re-

almost all of the ornamentation,

with Diruta's

in

once again, with the advice of

The double

in the FVB

stroke occurs

sporadi-

(e.g. I pp.401,403,406i

and in one case, as part of a melodic

motive:

1,1:

~~.

!I'

~il

~~ill

,I,

•

~,

-. I~
~

t

I[ ~

ill

-l _
I

~I.I.
-'

,
I

I

It is interesting

to note that the single stroke does not oc-

cur on note values
verso

larger than a dotted minim, or on semiqua-

The latter may of course be indicative

the single stroke,

of the nature of

i.e., that the notes involved

tion are of such a nature as to preclude

in its execu-

its use upon such a

note value.

The most remarkable
stroke

characteristic

is the consistency

of its usage as far as the metric

design of a work is concerned.
by it seems to be a primary
music.

structions

impetus

created

of these strokes

encountered

in any Continental

in English
treatise

in the
virginal
do in-

to this effect appear.

In a study of 154 pieces
majority

The rhythmic

function

This is a peculiarity

music only - for nowhere

of the single and double

of the ornaments

time signature

coincided

with the pulse unit of the

of the piece concerned.

clude 32 Pavanes,

28 Galliards,

Gigge) and variations
(including ut re mils)

in ¢,

The pieces

26 dance pieces

on folk tunes in

tunes in ~, 29 variations
ornaments. 11

from the FVB, it was found that the

2,

18 Almans,

studied

in-

(e.g. coranto,

11 variations

on folk

and 12 Fantasias

in ¢, with a total of 7427 double-stroke

The corresponding

total of single-stroke

ornaments

The following pieces were used:
Pavanes (¢) FVB I pp.27,
62,68,87,99,107,124,141,149,361,384,367;
II pp.42, 51,
103,121,173,200,204,209,238,278,306,307,384,389,336;
Galliards: I pp.32,54,70,77,93,117,129,170,177,209,365,
371; II pp.111 ,125,177,198,202,207,213,228,242,244,258,
387,405,419,440,486,369;
Dances in ~: I pp.66,72,87,214,
248,263; II pp.17,72,77,87,94,186,188,234,236,257,292,
305,310,311,312,412,414,415;
Variations in ~: I ~p.:,131,
218,226,258,267,274;
II pp.67,166,418,430;
Var~at~ons (¢):
I pp.42,47,57,153,196,199,254;
II pp.19,116,148,161,190,
192,193,220,262,263,265,269,273,350,366,371,402,413,416,
421,422,423; Almans (¢): I pp.65,75,234,245,359;
II pp.158,
159,160,171,182,196,217,253,276,309,312,424;
Fantasias (¢):
I pp.19,23,37,335,357,395,401,406,423;
II pp.57,270,297.

in the same works

is 479, which points

single stroke represents

to the fact that the

only 6,05% of the total amount of

ornaments.
The findings

of the survey as to the ornaments'

given in Table 5.3.

The strong beats

unit per bar - are underlined
underneath

represent

that specific
The arrows

metric

- according

as follows:

1, ~

The conclusions

to the pulse

etc.

The numbers

the number of times the ornaments

beat in pieces with the indicated

indicate

use are

ornaments

which

time signature.

fall between

drawn from the evidence

appear on

the main beats.

in Table 5.3 are summa-

rized here.
The majority

of single-

and double-stroke

on the beat, especially
Comparatively
~ metre.
Pieces in

in the dance

few ornaments

¢ metre

employ

ments on the off-beat,

ornaments

1 metre.

forms in ~ and

occur between

a much greater

even though

are used

the beats

proportion

the majority

in ~ and
of orna-

still fallon

the strong beats.
In

2 the

first and fourth beats carry proportionally

double-stroke
the single
finding

ornaments,

and for the same time signature,

stroke appears most on the third beat.

is due to two compositions

and can as such not be considered
two works,

more

the single

a general

(II pp.72,77),

trait;

in these

stroke is used as part of the theme

which

is frequently

There

is no significant

single and double

by Farnaby

(The latter

repeated.)
difference

between

the use of the

stroke on the strong beats of a specific

time signature.
Statistically,
of ornaments
which

the pieces

on the strong beats,

fall between

dance forms.
majority
thereby

in ~ and ~ exhibit

beats, particularly

In addition,

of ornaments
accenting

in relation

the greatest

to the ornaments

in the Galliards

the ~ dance

number

and ~

forms reveal that the

occur on the first and fourth beats,

the dance movement

naturally:

~

~

j ~ j j

(In this case, 377 double

strokes on the first beat,

418 on the

fourth beat, as aga.inst 103 and 174 for the second and third
beats,

and 127 and 166 for the fifth and sixth beats.)

also significant

that the number of ornaments

falling between

beats here is almost negligible

by comparison.

po of the dance forms certainly

contributes

In Ex.5.24
ornaments

the pieces
emphasize

In The Woods
(indicated

structure

which does not fallon

beat, and in A Gigge only three.
a preference
be gleaned

for ornaments

the way in which

and pattern

so Wild there is one example

~

The faster tem-

to this phenomenon.

in ~ time demonstrate

the metric

It is

of accents.

of a double

either

stroke

the first or fourth

The pieces

in ~ also exhibit

on the third and sixth beats,

from Table 5.3.

This example

by Farnaby

as can

illustrates

the point:

"
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It)

J
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J
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I

.
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I
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I
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Of the pieces which bear the
a dance form, the Alman,
ratio of ornaments
and Variations

¢

time signature,

it is once again

that has the significantly

on the strong beats;

the Pavanes,

greater
Fantasias

on folk tunes have a large number of ornaments

0)

!'.'-..,."..~'I
I

r

I

i

1!7.
i

~~~

....."....-----~-..
I

6.

I

'.

on the weak beats.
use of the double

In the case of the Pavanes,

stroke after the fourth beat even exceeds

that of the onbeat
Another

the off-beat

use:

interesting

more double-stroke

217 instances

aspect

as opposed

is that all the pieces

ornaments

on the off-beat

to 211.
in

¢ display

after the second

pulse unit.

In Ex.5.26
in

¢ is

the consistent

use of ornaments

on the strong beats

illustrated:
Farnaby,

t

The New Sa-Hoo

1

1

1

~

(FVB II 161:1:1)

t J--J
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1 1 1
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-
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I

A Gigge
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(FVB II 416:1:1)
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.
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In Ex.5.26

I

the ornaments

in the minority

I

~

occurring

between

(indicated by circles

they appear on the exact subdivision
minim),
ated.

chets,

it is relatively

in

¢:

As

¢

(a

to the bar is cre-

of ornaments

found after

since they are slow-moving

easy to subdivide

and to add ornaments

the notes).

of the pulse unit in

the high incidence

the strong beats of pieces
minims,

around

the aural effect of eight crotchets
This explains

the strong beats are

simultaneously

in

the beat into crotas shown in Ex.5.27:

The result

is one of ornaments

pulse unit or the subdivision
the latter enhances

which

thereof.

the rhythmic

either with the

As a micro pulse unit

drive created by the coinci-

dence of pulse unit and ornamented
The use of the double

coincide

note.

stroke on quavers

indicates

a prefere~ce

for the strong beats, be it with the pulse unit or micro pulse
unit:

In this sense, the Virginalists

differ entirely

Maria's

ornaments.

preference

ing off-beat
the beat

for off-beat

ornaments,

(e.g.

tt

j=

r

sometimes
)

together

FT-r-J),

from Sancta

Patterns

employ-

with ornaments

on

are few and far between. 12

E.g., FVB I 27:1:1; 269:1:1, 3:3; II 5:5:2; 75:1:1;
192:4:~271:5:3;
387:3:2; 441:3:3.

The use of ornament

symbols

strated by their function
the metric pattern,
FVB, the composers
and vice versa.

of emphasizing

frequently

change

agreeing

bar coincides

a temporary

the double-stroke

with the new metre.

~ to ~ (which is far more common)

(~)

In the

ornament

pattern,
to it:

from ~ into ~

on f#" in the second

In Ex.5.30
is shown:

to ~,

by a simulta-

and draws attention

as a change

illu-

shift in

a ~ time signature

with the new metric

we have a true hemiola,

has taken place;

is further

This shift is often accompanied

at the same time, clarifies

In Ex.5.29

agents

in which all the voices participate.

neous use of ornaments
which,

as rhythmic

the change

from

Ex.5.30(a)-(d)

show a temporary

with the prevailing
a few ornaments

metric

third section

the metre changes

of ornaments
cularly

are employed

the established

1.

scheme,
In the

to ~ for two bars, then changes

to ~ in the second last bar.

is momentarily

pation,

or shift in rhythmical

quently

accompanied

The placing
metre

is parti-

have to take place when
interrupted.

emphasis

by an ornament

the long-short

long, thereby drawing

attention

A curious

in all the parts,

sign, similar

In the FVB, composers

changing

consis-

in these last five bars.

metre

change of metre.

in

follow the metric

from ~ to ~ and back to

A change of metre does not necessarily

cadences,

structure;

on the strong beats of the prevailing

consistent

(c), only

the use of many orna-

strokes

They largely

chanqinq

back to ~ and briefly

rhythmic

through

Here, both single and double

is continuouslY

shift in juxtaposition

In (a), (b) and

delineated

tently on the strong beats.
which

scheme.

are used on the changed

(d) the shift is clearly
ments.

metric

frequently

employ

or equal note pattern

it in

to short-

In each case,

the longer note value is ornamented:
Whistle

is fre-

to the use in the

to the cadence.

Byrd, The Carmans

synco-

(FVB I 216:5:3)

J

, ..----, r--T

In the following
established.
syncopation

example,

a syncopation

The ornament
to enhance

in all the voices

signs are consistently

used on the

the effect:

Anon. , Alman

(FVB I 65:1:1)

I

I

~ J.

.J

:I'
.a.

the syncopation

enough,

*

"""'1

J J.

(FVB I 406:4:2)

occurs

the syncopated

with the accompanying

.--. ,

..:......J

Byrd, Fantasia

restingly

r'1~

r"'1!

~

In Ex.5.33,

is

13

in one voice.

voice

Inte-

is left unornamented,

part in the soprano ornamented

instead.

Although
placement

this does not lead to a syncopated
is certainly

intended

Byrd, Pescodd

to enhance
Time

its unusual

the syncopated

(FVB II

bass:

434:4:3)

1

1

i

soprano,

~

[
Peerson's

Alman

(Ex.5.34) illustrates

are juxtaposed

against

other voices.

This can be seen in b.3,4,11,16

prano,

a perfectly

accented

syncopations

normal metric movement

which
in the

and 17 in the so-

and in the bass in b.15:

r
1,-

Cross rhythms

occur frequently

ment signs embellish

in the FVB, and similarly,

one or more of the conflicting

parts:

orna-

Byrd, Galiarda

(FVB II 48:2:2)

,---,
I

~

(c)

*

qr

J-~

.n

~

~

'---J

~
i

p~

L..J

In Ex.5.35(a)

the soprano

change

In the second bar, all voices have been regularized

to

i.

to~.

In the second section

consistently

1·

continues

----

~ in the soprano

In both cases, the double

In Ex.5.35(c),
placed

the ~ metre

in conflict

strokes embellish
ture.

Clearly,

sufficient

with

i

in ~, while the other parts

(Ex.5.35(b»,

the varied

stroke on d' enhances

in the left hand.

to clarify

of ornaments

alone is not always

the cross rhythms.
it would appear

is in ~ and the other voices

by the double-stroke
in the alto.

have clarified

Here the double

the first and fourth beat of the ~ time signa-

ornaments

no and alto might also be considered
ornaments

the ~ metre.

and alto is again

To return to Byrd's All in a Garden Green:
suggested

is

and alto, with the left hand in

in the soprano

the placement

here the soprano

repeat

the matter:

in ~ - the latter

in the alto.

The sopra-

as being in ~, despite

Here, ornaments

that

in the soprano would

the

Some excellent

examples

of cross rhythms,

mic shifts are found in Ex.S.37(a)
changed

into ~ metre.

rhythms

invariably

rhythms

found in the last section

back to

¢,

coinciding
arrow

In (a) and

involve

lend a playful

and metric

- (c), once the piece has
(b) the metric

with the conflicting

shifts and cross

1 and~.

the time signatures
character

and rhyth-

(Ex.S.37(c)),

Cross

which has changed

to the music.

The ornaments

parts here are indicated

by an

( t).

It is often

impossible

characteristic
Ex.S.38:

to separate

melodic-rhythmic

the metric

pattern

from a

figure, as in the left hand of

•••

,...-----,...---,

,.-----,

~

~

L

L

Ci)

eJ

-..•i~)J~ J

.J:---.J.

~

I

I

,-"'

'1---1
1·I---.~.

~

1J

I

.. -

"

,

JI

(e)

400:4:1

1

eJ

'U

~

~

~r-r
~
J
~ 1_i1
I

!

Q

,

-&

,

In such cases the ornament

sign recurs characteristically

same place as part of this figure,
impetus already
throughout

inherent

a whole

cial rhythmic

thereby

in the melodic

figure.

section, as in Ex.5.38,

the 'rhythmic

It may occur

or briefly

for a spe-

effect:

It is generally
musicologists

accepted

by contemporary

that the signs employed

be connected

enhancing

in the

with musical

performance

practice

by the Virginalists

ornamentation.

While

search

for a meaning

others

think that they may not necessarily

being,

rather,

eating

a slur or staccato,

must

some regard

the

for these signs as 'futile in principle' ,14
denote

an ornament,

a means of indicating

true that the solution

articulation,15
i.e. indi16
or even an accent.
While it is

to the interpretation

symbols will remain conjectural
for it is found, speculation

of the ornament

until a contemporary

regarding

a possible

explanation

interpretation

is not a futile operation.
Certainly,

many arguments

for meaning:

can be marshalled

against

such a search

one might hold the view that the signs should be

ignored because

Schwandt,

no explanation

Clausula,

for them exists;

that there is in-

p.117.

R. Huestis, 'A musical approach to ornamentation in the
music of the English Virginalists',
Studies in Music,
no. 12 (1 978),
p. 3 0 •
Cofone,

Elizabeth

Rogers,

p.xxii.

consistent

placement

and discrepancies

in notation

between

ferent sources of the same work; or that they appear
ly every conceivable
part of the musical
evidence

presented

context and therefore
texture.

pale before

signs are as characteristic

musical

the

attempt at an explanation

Ornamentation

of this

which are part of the

thinking.

ble stroke was made by Dannreuther
Musical

are not an intrinsic

These arguments

music as are any of the other elements

The earliest

in virtual-

by the music itself as seen in this study -

that is, that the ornament
Virginalists'

dif-

(1893).

sign as an appoggiatura

for the single and dou-

in his fundamental

He interprets

work

the single-stroke

from below or above, or as a slide

from a third below to the main note,and occa,sionally as a mordent.17
The double-stroke sign is explained as a short shake
(beginning on the main note, therefore
Prall-triller)
vibrato,

or mordent,

obtained

by repeating

for his conjecture
double

and possibly

referred

even occasionally

the key several times.

rests upon the appearance

stroke in later sources,

to by him as a
as a

The basis

of the single and

as well as the contemporary

evidence

o£ Diruta and the English

approach

laid the foundation

lutenists.

This sensible

for much of what has been written

on the subject ever since.
The contemporary

evidence

of Diruta,

the English

lutenists,

the appearance

of the same sign in later sources points

interpretation

of the slanted double

the alternating

type, involving

with an auxiliary
Locke

(1673) and Purcell

shake beginning
stroke

note.

eM)

The double

sign is termed

with the upper auxiliary.

is also found in the tablatures

Ornamentation

of

of the main note
a shake by

(1696) - the latter inte~prets

E. Dannreuther, Musical
1893), pp.17-32.

to an

stroke as an ornament

the alternation

and

A vertical

it as a
double

of the seventeenth-

(London

century North-German

organists

In his 'Hortus Musicus'
lum qui superne
translate

Reincken,

Scheidemann

of 1687, Reincken

tonum contingit'.

this as a shake commencing

explains

and Tunder.

it as 'tremu-

Both Wolf and Dannreuther
upon the main note, which

is ambiguous,

as Alan Curtis points out in his study of Sweelinck's keyboard music.18
It is possible to translate Reincken's
Latin either as 'to touch
from above',
beginning

or '... upwards'.

••. above', or' ...

It may therefore

signify a shake

either on the main note or on the upper auxiliary,

of which simply implies
type, employing
Sweelinck

(strike) the note

that it is an ornament

the upper aUXiliary.

and the seventeenth-centu~y

well-known

(both Scheidt

and the only logical explanation

of the alternating

The connection
North-German

and Scheidemann

between

organists

were amongst

for the vertical

double

is that it must be a corruption

slanted double

stroke; the latter was used by Sweelinck.
double

correct

in assuming

alternating

that the double

ornament.

double-stroke
tremolo

upon Diruta's

deduces

Dannreuther

well indicate

also maintains

the reiteration

basing his assumption

that a
it is made.

they must be

out in full by the Virgi-

that the double

sign might

of a note, i.e. a kind of Vibrato,

once again on the authority

The English lute practice

that the
on the main

instruction

if the shakes occur on short note values,
shakes are written

is

some kind of

sign may signify a short shake starting

short, for prolonged
nalists.

stroke implies

takes up half the value of the note upon which

Therefore,

stroke

stroke, Dannreuther

From Diruta,Dannreuther

note, basing his assumption

stroke

of the Virginalists'

stroke and Locke's slanted double

can be linked to the Virginalists'double

is

his pupils),

in their works

If the vertical

all

of Diruta.

allows him to assume that it could al-

so be a long or short mordent.
Dannreuther's

interpretation

of the slanted

single stroke

slide of a third upwards, or a short appoggiatura

A. Curtis, Sweelinck's
Press, 1972), p.209.

Keyboard

Music

(j)

as a

from below or above

(Leiden University

(and occasionally
that the single

as a mordent),

is based upon the fact

stroke signifies

low or above in later English

a fore fall from be-

keyboard

and lute music.

slide is then, in fact, simply a double appoggiatura

The

or fore-

fall from below.
Dannreuther's

study contains

sented above.
being

Clearly

sensitive

stroke

he decided

to the complexity

so little available
Most authors

no details

other than those pre-

upon a cautious

of the issue in the light of

evidence.

since Dannreuther

are in agreement

stands for a slide or forefall

(or at least an ornament

involving

form of short shake or mordent,

and Barclay

Fellowes,

Dart, Donington,

Ferguson,

and double

strokes

controversial

for some

of the alternaThey dif-

Huestis'

contention

strokes.

that the single

of some sort is a highly

His failure

for it before or
to provide

as to why two signs are used is the weakest

stroke

On the other hand, Tuttle's

- the sign most commonly

that an ornament

Beyschlag,

the shake should start on the main

one, for there is no precedent

of his argument.
double

in some

Squire, Andrews,

Curtis). 19

imply articulation

after the Virginalists'
explanation

sign stands

i.e. an ornament

(Fuller Maitland

note or the upper auxiliary.

from below

the lower auxiliary

ting type

as to whether

that the single

(appoggiatura)

or other way), and that the double-stroke

fer, however,

approach,

an
link

view that the

used - is an indication

'of some kind should be played,

the particular

ornament

being left to the performer's sense of style', is an
enlinently sensible approach.20
This implies a more specific

meaning

for the single stroke which,

less commonly

appropriately

enough,

is

employed.

See FVB I, p.xvi; A. Beyschlag, Die Ornamentik der Musik
(Leipzig:
Breitkopf & H~rtel, 1908), p.51; MB XIV, p.xvi;
Ferguson, Early English Keyboard Music, 2:12;-R. Donington,
'The Virginalists' Strokes', The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, ed. by S. Sadie, 20 vols. (London
Macmillan, 1980), 13:857f.; and Schwandt, Clausula,
pp.113-120.
MB V, p.xv.

As a basis

for conjectural

solutions,

to relate the contemporary
Virginalists'
exactly

symbols.

to what extent

nent, or vice versa.
musicians
worked

resided

evidence

the English

influences
situation

impossible

in England,

approach

to the
by the Conti-

fact that Continental

and also that English

clearly,

musical

musicians

forms and general

on both sides.

Seemingly,

took place, but at the same time, to realize
is more complex

than this

: each country

stroke signs are peculiar

to the English Virginalists,

The latter is also in keeping
music is of a pioneering

As the double-stroke
by the Virginalists
it with
nental

sources,

the double cross

and frequently
signifies

double

well

the meaning

in the Conti-

In contemporary

stroke

between

the main

English

lute

of the double stroke

the sign most frequently

the double

cross

this sign and the

leads one to believe

often the only sign in a piece of virginal
being

to connect

type, in which

In these sources,

The similarity

Virginalists'

used

(#) is the sign most often employed,

the only sign.

a shake.

indicate

alternate.

attests

most frequently

encountered

that of the alternating

note and upper auxiliary
sources,

and double-

in the FVB, it is only logical
type of ornament

its

with the view that Eng22
nature.

sign is the ornament

the commonest

that the

retained

The fact that the single-

lish virginal

the

to adopt would be to accept that cross

individuality, after all.
to that.

would be

to determine

were influenced

It is an established

culture were assimilated

most sensible

of ornamentation

It is virtually

on the Continent;21

musical

a safe approach

that it might

as well

music,

: it is

apart from

employed.

See P.E. Mueller, The Influence and Activities of English
Musicians on the Continent during the Late Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1954).
G. Reese, Music in the Renaissance
pp.853,860.

(New York:

Norton,

1959),

The question

then arises

ment is applicable
upper auxiliary

here:

type of alternating

the groppo, which

commences

and ends with a turn, the tremolo

trillo), which begins
upper auxiliary
which begins

as to which

on the upper auxiliary

and ends on the main note?

1, the shake or trill beginning

was not in use in keyboard

teenth century,

at least not from the evidence

The only exception

is Sancta

called

'the new kind',

reyterado.

that the upper-note
harmony,
essence

onwards,

It is

and is an alternative

to the

the beat,

shake is explained
beginning

with

as beginning

example

demonstrating

shake beginning

as the signs

that when the double

not begin with

the upper, but with
repeated

who uses two commas ())
Simpson

In keyboard

music,

the tremolo

to the

for the backleads

cross is used alone it will
the main note.

is also described

The combina-

by vallet

(1615),

two or three times, by Playford

(1654),

to designate

the

'backfall shake',

(1659),who calls it 'backfall shaked';

are shakes beginning

placed

in addition

of these signs together

one to believe

as a backfall

The shake

'#) in the Sampson Lute

fall and shake are found combined

tion of backfall-and-shake

is Mace, whose

used in English

century

The placement

to be

explicitly

on the main note.

lute music in the early seventeenth

Book of c.1609.

in

in this regard:

The exception

the main note,

the

on the beat.

the upper note was most probably
with

with

as using the up-

is there a notated

upon the main note.

to note

and this differs

are not helpful

found, not even a verbal description
that it begins

however,

the shake is described

but nowhere

reyte-

the beat.

shake which begins

The lute and lyra viol sources
per auxiliary,

guiebro

attack here does not coincide

from the upper-note

from Robinson

of the available

Maria's

It is important,

as it is played before

on the

music in the six-

rado, which may start from above, but before
plain guiebro

with the

and ends on the main note, or a shake/trill

upper auxiliary

therefore

with the

(~uiebro,

on the main note, alternates

As was seen in Chapter

treatises.

orna-

in reality

and
these

with the upper note.

the shake commencing

with

the upper note re-

in the course of the seventeenth

century;

precisely

when this occurred

is not always

fered from country

to country.

Nivers

all French ornament

in 1656,and

the shake as having

an upper-note

it was described

tables hereafter

as Purcell's

of 1696 shows, even though

the stenographical

in the English

The double stroke

tradition.

century

keyboard

plained

by Purcell

per-note

attack.

music is known as a shake
in his ornament

From this information
of the Virginalists
as shown above.

one cannot

It is important

ment.

Therefore,

it is likely

stroke

represents

a similar

tremolo which

started

tainty whether

(1696) as having

an up-

assume that the double stroke
shake,

as the fashion

to note, however,

represents

changed

that the double

an alternating

that the Virginalists'

the 'backfall shaked'

type orna-

double

in this case the

to stress

English

that the groppo

of c.1600

they are two different

few commentators

places

mention

it.

in as much

family of ornaments.
used with different

cadences

In
func-

This is a fact which

in their discussions

Ornamentation,

shake) of

(with its upper-note

in the music.

With a few exceptions,

any cer-

did not invent any new

are only related

types,

of

lute music can be applied

did - to indicate

as they are both of the alternating
tions and at different

to say with

(upper-/main-note

as the Virginalists

attack) and the tremolo

Neumann,

(Locke, 1673) and ex-

type of ornament,

seventeenth-century

It is important

24

are rooted

in late seventeenth-

It is impossible

signs - as the lute players

23

symbols

table

on the main note, since that was the fashion

century.24

to the double stroke,

strokes.

ornament

music until at least the end of the first quarter

the seventeenth

essence

table

is an upper-note

stroke in these later sources

the early

indicate

attack.

fashion spread to England,

in keyboard

by

In Italy and Germany
23
trill stayed in fashion until around 1700.
The

the main-note
French

In France

clear and it dif-

of the Virginalists'

in the FVB are orna-

pp.245,290,295,311.

See Harley, Ornaments, for a thorough discussion of the
development of the ornament signs from the Virginalists
onwards, until the early eighteenth century.

mented with

groppi which

out in note values;
virginal

music.

are not indicated

by sign, but written

this is also true of most other sources of

Only occasionally

ed by a written-out

ending

is the double stroke

such as this: ~

. For it was

much later in the seventeenth

century

to indicate

with a sign in English

music.

cadence ornaments

Significantly,

for use in cadences
tremolo.

In Spanish

sources,

is not even described
in cadences

cadences

is written

agree with

an upper-note

son,

Donington

evidence

/ upper-note

tremolo

: the dou-

and Curtis

One cannot,

therefore,

of the double stroke as a shake

attack, as suggested

Diruta's

out

and his contempo-

for the double stroke

out in note values.

and the function

If one accepts

by Andrews,

- it goes against
of the double-stroke

prescription

Dart, Fergu-

the contemporary
ornament.

that the ornament

lasts for

half of the value of the note, the double stroke can be interpreted

thus:

Ex.5.40

I_~

-

by means of a sign, and the groppo in

the interpretation

with

similar

as part of the written-

This leaves the main-note

ble stroke is indicated

singled out

but is found written

music of Cabez6n

(quiebro) as the only solution

keyboard

the groppo - or anything

that it was con~idered

out figurations.

customary

this is not the case with the

as an ornament,

in the keyboard

raries, showing

that it became

the groppo is specifically

by Diruta;

follow-

Although

Ferguson

sible solution

gives an example

to the double stroke,

as an interpretation
upper auxiliary.25
commencing

of a short tremolo as a posthe long shakes he suggests

on longer note values
This ignores

all begin with

the fact that long tremoli

on the main note made on semibreves,

chets were the contemporary
Praetorius

the

fashion;

minims

this was described

and crotby

as late as 1619 and before him by Sancta Maria,

Diru-

ta, Trabaci and Cavalieri.
Barnes27

Andrews,26

stroke implies

and Donington28

a shake commencing

son that one source may indicate
give a written-out
At times the figure

version

favouring

on the upper note for the reaa sign with suffix, while

of a groppo in the identical

~

of a groppo, which provides

the above view.

out in note values

the upper note.

Andrews

equates

plus suffix, the latter being,
Donington

can be discounted,

note

another

the final two notes

- hence a shake starting
the double stroke with

in fact, a groppo.

see it as either with, or without

supposition

place.

The double stroke is thus

equated with the first part of the groppo,
being written

others

occurs on the penultimate

of a discant close instead
argument

all argue that the double

for it offers

a shake

Barnes

a suffix.

with
and

Andrews'

no explanation

as

to why the relevant

'shake with a turn' is found mostly written

out in note values,

and furthermore,

be played on shorter note values.
have greater validity,

as to how it could possibly

Barnes'

but it remains

and Donington's

a difficult

views

issue to clari-

fy.
The weakest
pancies

part of their argument

between

different

lies in the fact that discre-

copies of the same work does not make

H. Ferguson, Keyboard Interpretation from the 14th to the
19th Century:
An Introduction
(London: Oxford University
Press, 1975), p.147.
William Byrd, My Ladye Nevells Booke of Virginal Music (1591),
ed. by H. Andrews (New York:
Dover, 1969), Historical note,
p.xxxii.
N. Mould Barnes, Ornaments in English Virginal Music Between
1590 and 1620 (M.A. thesis, Columbia University, 1967), p.62.
Donington,

Virginalists'

Strokes,

p.858.

collation

a very reliable basis

ble to decide,
intended
with

one and the same ornament
source contained

the music.
ornament

the copyist of one source

when he replaced

placement

Ground by Byrd

four different

of a written-out

stroke sign in another
two sources especially,
To complicate

sign may replace

In the following

the groppo

as to whether

(FVB I p.226)

stroke

place in
in ano-

is a good example

copies differ.

sporadically,

the

a double-stroke

by a single

source

although

matters,

where

groppo in one source with

occurs

The rea double-

and is peculiar

not exclusive

to them:

there is little consistency,

to

Be and
for a

a groppo in one bar and in the next, the ~-

E2 may appear again written

together

prevails

in one source is replaced

: Tregian's

It is impossi-

a groppo in that particular

The same situation

of this, where

Wr.

whether

a sign; it also remains mere speculation

original

ther

for instance,

for conjecture.

examples,

out in note values.

extracts

with the corresponding

from the FVB are shown,

version

in which a sign occurs:

-~
Of the examples

given, only the double

strokes

(f) appear, with any degree of certainty,
In Ex.5.41 (c) and
that the double
suffix,

i.e. a tremolo.

not presented

by

suffix replaces
~)

in Ne is possibly
Ex.5.41{d)

and

the groppo.

a groppo.

in detail,

an ornament

so

without

note without

In (b), the figure with a suffix

an acceptable

interpretation,

whereas

(f), the lack of a suffix could imply an ornament

other than the groppo,

a

(f) also pose a problem

(b) : in both cases an ornamented

makes a groppo

in (d) and

to indicate

(d), the texts differ greatly

stroke

in Ex.5.41 (b) and

such as a tremolo.

In Ex.5.42,

the inconsistency

with which

signs replace

the ~-

E2. is shown:

FO:~

----..I:...-

Wr:

t--d

"
.4P

In Ex.5.42(a)
crotchet
out

the groppo

=:z:=

4-i
-

is replaced

by a double

in Fo, yet eight bars later, the groppi

(FVB II 45:6:2).

In (b) the same phenomenon

stroke on a
are written
occurs, but

with even more inconsistency:

in Wr, five groppi

by a double

but four are retained

out groppi.

stroke on a minim,

are replaced
as written-

In Wr, the sign ~ is sometimes

used in conjunction

with a double-

fI"

stroke sign

(%>:

and II 113: 4: 2.
groppo

this sign replaces
Similarly,

in FVB I 217:3:4.

ned in Chapter

E2.

From Bevin's

stroke,

when the double

manner

to decide whether

This is quite possible,

mentioned,

with

a ~-

is intended
however,

as in

Wr does not write out the suffix

j= •

In the FVB, the double
-

ly rare occurrence.

stroke plus two-note

29

the groppo

for later virginal

Apparently
at cadences

collections

Ro (1656) all use this method
early sources to employ
The following

such as AC

is an extreme-

became

with a double

are Pa

the fashion

stroke and suffix,

(1638), PB

almost exclusively.

it regularly

examples

suffix

it gradually

(c.1625), the latter of which contains
all.

mentio-

a groppo.

of indicating

a groppo

a

is used alone in Wr, in order to diffe-

r.

but only

to replace

table of ornaments

'~', used in conjunction

is the scribe's

st~oke

it from

all the examples

tn,

in Be replaces

2, it is clear that this sign indicates

It is difficult

rentiate

't

the sign

It is likely that in Wr the sign
the double

the groppo in FVB I 238:1:1

(c.1630) and

The only two

(1612/13) and PI

no written-out

groppi at

of such figures are from the FVB:

In Ex.5.43(a)
as a groppo

and

(b), the interpretation

is acceptable,

occur on the penultimate
Ex.5.43(c)

and

thus interrupting
suitable
piece,

note of a discant

penultimate

the discant

here, and likewise

the composer

clearly

out groppo and double
t~are

for the double-stroke

(d) should be considered

(c), the ornamented

separated

clearly belong

1. ~~

ornaments

close.

Clearly,

to be tremoli.

In

note falls to a third below,

close; a short tremolo would be

in the Farnaby

(d).

differentiates

between

In the latter
the written-

stroke; the last two notes of the figure

from the dotted quaver

to the following

ing (besides the possibility

in Tr

( ~

_~

), and

groppo.

It is quite likely that the double
per-note

of the figure

stroke contains

of being either

shake or even a groppo as discussed

a dual mean-

a tremolo,
above):

an up-

it might

also signify a tremolo

employing the lower auxiliary, the equivalent of the long mordent.30
In the first chapter, the theore-

See p.102, where Basset is quoted as saying that many
people use only one sign to express different types
of ornaments, and Piccinini that tremoli of 'one kind
or another' may be used, which indicates that more than
one kind existed for him.

tician's

disapproval

condemns

it altogether,

it (as tremulus
plicitly

of this ornament
and Praetorius

descendens),

and notates

but with a qualification

sources Bermudo

Maria gives an example
ing passages)
therefore

only, as does Ammerbach

a mordent,

: he ex-

Bermudo's

(for use in ascendIt would

the long mordent

remark to the effect

as ungraceful

tremolo.

and Sancta

in Germany.

appear as if it was primarily

was regarded

evidence

mentions

of the short mordent

was held in disfavour.

that

that the

by some, is borne out by the

above.

It is impossible
this aversion

to know whether

for the mordent.

we know that the double
mentioned
ly.

describes

Diruta

states that it is not as good as the upper-note

In the Spanish

mordent

was documented:

as employing

cross,

the English

From contemporary
signifying

imply a mordent

from the lute sources

is that the mordent
less extensively
counterpart,
scriptions

(tremolo descendens)

the tremolo

to the relative
the mordent

is encountered

note shake/trill.

What is certain,

The general

lack of de-

This is a tendency

to the eighteenth

far less frequently

century

:

than the upper-

This might be what the early writers

to convey when they maintained

used

may also be related

of the ornament.

right through

of such a

than its inverted

in some treatises

unimportance

that can be followed

no evidence

was an ornament

century

ascendens.

of the mordent

not even occasional-

themselves.

in the sixteenth

is never

use a sign to differenti-

ate it from the shake; there is therefore
dual nature

shared

lute practice

a shake,

the lower auxiliary,

The sources which

Virginalists

that the mordent

intended

is not as effec-

tive as the tremolo.
None of the treatises
which

the long mordent

that the tremolo

La Bovia,

should be used.
be applied

for instance,

ginning of the piece.)
descendens

with regard to the context
Diruta's

be used at the beginning

can zona might equally

it.

is helpful

employs

a written-out

or

(Merulo's canzona
mordent

at the be-

Praetor ius , example of the tremulus

employs the lower semitone,

One may suggest,

instruction

of a ricercare

to a mordent.

in

therefore,

and Simpson

that a mordent

specifies

is more suitable

in contexts

where the lower semi tone is employed

tion at least provides
in which the mordent
therefore,
values,

a means of identifying

should be used.

be suitable

in ascending

just as the short mordent

and Arnrnerbachfor use in stepwise

- this conten-

those situations

The long mordent
passages

on longer note

is prescribed
ascending

should,

by Sancta Maria

passages

on shorter

note values.

One can reiterate

here that Diruta's

of tremoli

and tremoletti

descending

contexts;

ascending

are predominantly

Merulo's

Canzoni

d'Intavolatura

scending

melodic

passages.

contexts

demonstrated

Praetor ius gives only one example

chain of tremoletti.

in ascending

and Praetor ius , examples

of an

The tremoli and tremoletti
are also used primarily

The frequent

in

in de-

use of the double

in the FVB and other virginal

fore leaves the impression

in

stroke

music there-

that they have a closer association

with the ideas of Sancta Maria and Arnrnerbach,than with those
of Diruta

and Praetorius.

wise ascending

passages

The use of the short mordent
- as interpretation

in such situations

- is a musically

than an upper-note

tremoletto

In ascending

and descending

in step-

of the double

more satisfying

stroke

solution

as well.

crotchets

stroke can then be interpreted

and quavers,

the double

as follows:

Ex.5.44

If Diruta/Praetorius'
strokes

advice

should be played

is followed,

as tremoletti

the ascending

double

with the upper auxiliary.

Nevertheless,
the tremolo

there is no available
or tremoletto

evidence

to suggest

cannot also be used ascending

that
(as

Diruta/Praetorius'
examples show) and similarly, one can
deduce that the mordent may at times be used in descending
contexts.

For Diruta's

ments be used wherever
Finally,

advice to the performer
desirable,

one must concede

of the interpreter

should not be forgotten.

that personal

should prevail,

or at least much
part.

standpoint.

information

What seems cer-

should be applied with

less frequently

This is the message

taste and the judgement

as the treatises'

does not allow for a more specific
tain, is that the long mordent

that the orna-

than its upper-note

conveyed

caution,
counter-

by all the sources,

if not

always directly.
The evidence
much,

produced

for Tregian

nevertheless

by fingering

only sporadically

numerous

virginal

the most comprehensive
that of Le Huray.32
ornaments

so.

more than 3).

33

In virginal

containing

(In Bu the right-hand
The right-hand

commend

3 4 or 2 3.

naments

are few, as are left-hand

Indications

from all collated

left hand is used, which,

with

fingers

fingering

and Sancta Maria

to

There are

fingerings,
to date being

most double-stroke

3 or 2 in the right hand,

of Diruta

fingerings

any.31

of the subject
music,

~iebros

with

indicated

sources

discussion

are fingered

exclusively

in the FVB does not amount

of fingering
ornaments;

not

4 and 5 are used

for the tremoli

agree with

sources,

although

this:

and

both re-

for left-hand
in eleven

or-

pieces

1, 2 and 3 in the

the exception

of the thumb, is

See FVB I pp.19 23,37,42,70,76,8183,124,129,196,203,214,
238,3'35; FVB II pp.9,192,371 ,462,477.
P. Ie Huray, 'English Keyboard Fingering in the 16th and
early 17th Centuries', Source Materials and the Interpretation of Music, ed. by I. Bent (London: Stainer and
Bell, 1981), pp.227-257.

also in accordance
Maria:

with

3 2 and 2 1.

pretation

the fingering

This similarity

of the double-stroke

alternating

of Diruta
strengthens

ornament

and Sancta
the inter-

as an ornament

of the

type:

3 4 3

FrJ

•• ••
3

•
I

An important
fingerings,

factor which

is that it suggests

lower auxiliary
stroke

emerges

as a possible

in places

from the study of source-

an ornament

interpretation

- in all likeliness

ing example
illustrates
that of PB: 34

Gibbons,

the

for the double

a mordent.

this admirably,

Whoop,

employing

The follow-

the fingering

do me no harm good man

being

(ME XX,
p~O,b.24)

i

t

1o.:J5

There can be little doubt that the fingering

implies a mordent

in the left hand on g:
Ex.5.47

12'

WPZh>-------5
\;J

See also,p. le Huray, ed., The Fingering of Virginal
(London:
Stainer and Bell, 1981), pp.2,10,23.

Music

This should also be the case in similar places where there is
35
no fingering, as in Ex.5.48.
The octave jumps in the left
hand will most conveniently
double-stroke

ornaments

be played

as short mordents

In FVB I 70:4:1, 5:2, and 71:1:2,
plies, with

1 5, with
played

the left-hand
1 2.

1:4, 2:2, 2:3, the same ap-

the upper held note in the left hand allowing

other interpretation,

unless

the second

finger crosses

no

over the

thumb thus:
Ex.5.49

This seems to be unlikely,
a natural

hand position.

a mordent

interpretation

5, left hand 1, which

manner,

then played

as extant

Le Huray provides
: double

excludes

Where the double stroke
following

however,

further evidence

strokes

at the top of a chord in the

is the only possibility,

only with difficulty:

Fingering

in brackets

Le Huray, English

is my interpretation.

Keyboard

suggest
of

are fingered right hand
36
an upper-note ornament.

appears

a mordent

fingerings

Fingering,

p.256.

and even

Bull,

i"I

II~

Galiarda

.
t

f

(FVB I 70)
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Similarly,

the double

stroke

on the bottom

hand chord will more conveniently

note of this right-

be performed

as a mordent,

due to fingering:

Where double-stroke
formance

ornaments

as tremoli moving

(Bermudo's description
mind here.)

occur simultaneously,

in parallel

motion presents

of simultaneous

There are numerous

their per-

redobles

instances

where

no problem.

may be borne

in

they move in paral-

lel thirds and sixths,

but in some cases parallel fourths, fifths
37
or octaves may result.
This problem is solved by playing a
tremolo with upper auxiliary and a mordent together:38
Byrd, Fantasia

(FVB I 409:6:4)
a"i
• if

~

WI

•...
'

12; efl
There are two matters
speed with which

the ornaments

length.

From Chapter

Venegas

all recommend

performance.

remaining

which merit discussion:
ought to be played,

1 it is clear that Diruta,

See FVB 1273:2:2,5:3;
146:1:1.

56:1:2;

applicable

1152:6:1;

and their

Cabez6n

a light and crisp - implying

This is especially

the
and

'fast' -

to the Virginalists'

484:4:1;

135:1:3;

strokes,

firstly because

of the virginal,

and secondly

the fast performance
be it a virginal,
and adds sparkle
played

of the decaying
because

the music without

signs appear is another

Having

them.

instrument,

once heard the ornaments

instrument,

The profusion

it is hard to

in which

prescription

one can place

(especially

There is some evidence
is indicative

sider for instance

reliance

upon

that of Diruta)

that

r r

of careful

the ornament

notation

in the

of the length of the ornament.

the following

selves:

the

a crisp performance:

it takes half of the value of the note upon which
FVB, which

the sound

speed makes this inevitable.

As to the length of the ornament,

is made.

effect

: it enlivens

factor indicating

in any case, a reasonable

the Continental

keyboard

spinet or harpsichord
to the music.

of the sound

of the striking

has on any plucked

in this fashion on the proper

imagine

nature

examples,

which

Con-

speak for them-

In Ex.5.53(a),

it is clear that the ornament

gin until the bass note B sounds, while
notation

is probably

for the whole
viously

(b), this careful

that the ornament

should

value of the note; in (c), the ornament

last

must ob-

sound only for the first part of the whole value of the

tied notes.
values

an indication

in

should not be-

The evidence

from the FVB suggests

are not necessarily

ornamented

that long note

in order to compensate

for the lack of a sustained

sound on the virginal;

countless

notes

pages where whole

there are

are not ornamented

spite a great amount of ornamentation

on other,

at all, de-

shorter

note

values.

Ever since Dannreuther,
stroke ornament

With

the exception

tations.

from below,

clay Squire, Beyschlag,

Andrews,

is a possibility

that a lower-auxiliary
Fellowes,

for instance)

The following

as an historically

either

evidence

accurate

interpre-

(notably Dannreuther,

Donington,

type ornament

the

to the main note, or

Curtis)

at times, thus supporting

stroke simply represents
below.

employing

are the most appropriate

The feeling of some writers

Ferguson,

that the single-

of Glyn, it is generally

that the slide from a third below

an appoggiatura

mordent

have agreed

must imply some form of ornament

lower auxiliary.
accepted

authors

is involved.

again believe

is that a
the theory
Others

(Dart,

that the single

a slide or an appoggiatura
supports

Bar-

from

the theory of the slide

interpretation

of the single stroke.

The single stroke is shown to be a dotted slide in the only existing ornament

table from the seventeenth

century

that contains

a single

stroke drawn through

in play' attributed

to Edward

the tail of a note, the
39
Bevin on fol.5 in Be:

'graces

Ex.5.54

The single stroke here is identical
Even though Bevin's
source,

other signs do not appear in any other

they are compound

and double stroke.
creating

specific

lute sources
statement

ornament

Bevin's

by Prencourt,
explains

signs are an obvious
with

a note where

ornaments,

to the single
attempt

at

something

at a much earlier

the

date.

A

in Prencourt's

'Musicall Rules', edited
40
the single stroke as a slide:

They make a short stroke

In the source the

signs related

signs for specific

had experimented

by Roger North,

to that used in the FVB.

thro' the tail of

this slurr is to be made.

'slur' is explained

thus:

Ex.5.55

Two other seventeenth-century
to the slide as an obsolete

sources,
ornament,

that it was much in use earlier.

Simpson

which might well

slide) respectively,

Bevin's

refer

suggest

There is also an analogy be-

tween their use of the sign + for the elevation
(=

and Mace,

and wholefall

and the single cross of the lutenists

table is given on p.70.

GB - Lbm Add. 32531, fol.24; and in J. Wilson, ed.,
Roger North on Music (London: Novello, 1959), p.62.

and single stroke of the Virginalists.

(The development

changing use of the single stroke in the seventeenth
.
41
d~scussed by Harley.)
In Ro, solo songs with virginal

accompaniment

ment signs and written-out

ornamentation

out ornaments

for the singer,

virginal

are intended

player.

In several

instances,

preted

further evidence

as a slide.

is

both orna-

The written-

and the signs for the

parallel

the single stroke in one place and a written-out
ther; this affords

century

including

are found.

of the

passages

employ

slide in ano-

of the single

stroke

inter-

Here is one such example:

it

~

i
The single

stroke

double stroke

represents

As has been shown earlier

occurs much less frequently

From this one can surmise
ornament,

is enhanced

stroke in the FVB clearly
than is the case with
use of a more specific

From the evidence

occurs

to have

in this chapter,

the

than the double stroke.
represents

context

an

limited appli-

and function

in contexts

far more specific
the

ornament.

meanings

above,

in

by the fact that the single

the double stroke, which may require

discussed

on~ of the possible

than the

otherwise,

which has a more

is used with a specific

This supposition

different

that the single stroke

or family of ornaments,

cation and which
mind.

something

- it would have been senseless,

used it at all.
single stroke

surely

I

it is certain that at least

represented

by the single

stroke

is the slide.
contexts,

This is a solution

especially

where

musically

acceptable

the single stroke

is approached

from below by step or by skip.

These melodic

same as those contexts

in which

slides are illustrated

Continental

and also in Continental

treatises,

contexts

in Ro confirm

ornament

is placed

this practice.

on a relatively

Where

well,

though.

Caccini,

for the commencement
in character

high note, which

stroke

of a piece - especially

in an imitative

is often

interpretation;

and Diruta's

- may well be applied

of

The written-out

is just as appropriate

Bovicelli

in the

the single-stroke

the case in the FVB, the slide is a sensible
one might argue that a mordent

are the

collections

music such as the dances of Facoli and Radino.
slides

in many

here as

use of a slide

if it is imitative

to the use of the single

work in the FVB, as in the example

given

below:

Of course, speculation
contains

another meaning

speculation

and where

stroke sounds

the single

as to whether

as well, especially

in view of the

less suitable.

stroke acquired

The question

other possible

of diversified

must remain an enigma

at pre5ent;

to establish

more than

the slide as interpretation

c.1615, when evidence

this, for the single

the only signs to be employed
however,

board music,

as was the case with

of whether

meanings

after

it is especially

known,

difficult

and double stroke remained

by English

One wonders,

of the

lute signs became

late as the 1640's, as shown in the works

ornaments

the single stroke

that the double stroke might represent

one ornament,
single

arises

keyboard

players

of Tomkins

and Lugge.

why new signs were not invented
lute music.

were thus clearly differentiated

With

as

for key-

lute music,

and composers

were

able to be precise

in indicating

exactly

the ornament

they de-

sired.
Either

the Virginalists

garding

felt no need to invent new signs,

the type of ornament

else the various
ornaments

being

ornaments
the reason

not used in the keyboard
latter is an acceptable
'shaked beat'
finger with

to be played

popular

as very arbitrary,

on the lute

for the invention

literature
theory,

of the same period.

for an ornament

is found nowhere

tion of the same period.
to be closely

(the variety

linked to the particular

of

The

such as Simpson's

'to beat down the

else in keyboard

Moreover,the

or

of new signs) were

(probably the same as Board's

a shake')

re-

ornamenta-

lute ornamentation
technique

seems

of the instru-

ment and as such is more individual.
It is possible
appoggiatura

that the single stroke might at times signify

from below,

or halffall.

This was an ornament

(as seen in Chapter
cross

or as the lutenists

(~) and the upside down comma

fall of the lutenists
Virginalists,

ever, no evidence

( L)

been commented

used in lute music
between

ornament

upon.

course,

treatises

Praetorius
the

discusses

sents a valid reason
the slide is simply

of the English

the single

None

the forefall

an extension

Virginalists

pre-

for such an interpretation.
and the slide is clear:

of the forefall.

and slide are aptly termed'half-falr
by Mace.

century.

it as a keyboard ornament,
42
it as a vocal ornament.
Of

for arguing

between

ornament

mentions

'pioneer character'

The relationship

of the

at all that it was used as a keyboard

of the Continental

the fore-

There is, how-

until the end of the first half of the seventeenth
although

the single

used to denote

and the single-stroke

has already

term it, a forefall

frequently

2), and the relationship

an

The forefall

and'whole-fall' respectively,

This fact makes the attachment

of a dual meaning

stroke even more feasible.

See Neumann, Ornamentation, pp.47-178,
of the development of one-note graces.

for a discussion

to

The other possibility

is that the single-stroke

sents a type of lower-auxiliary
debatable.

The mordent

context

planation
specific

posed by such a possi-

between

them, of knowing

when

is feasible,

the most reasonable

If
ex-

for it would be that it does not really matter which
ornament

it employs

is denoted

by the single stroke,

the lower auxiliary.

the very nature
is regarded

This would,

of the specific

the single stroke

contexts

used, unless

as specific

If one classifies

the single-

e trilli principle,

the single stroke

seems incorrect,

add the backfall,

According

possible

and accento

interpretations,

the single stroke

stands for any ornament

used, both the slide and mordent

context.

meaning

for
of

one could

(springer) to
all of which

Conversely,
which

would qualify,

if

is less often
according

to

sources.

The main argument
as a mordent,

against

the interpretation

is the unacceptability

being represented

by two signs

reference.

if an ornament,

The issue becomes

whether

explanation

in all probability
argument would

extremely

it difficult

is intended

from person

by both

for a per-

or not.

This

few ornaments

which

their meaning was

to person.

appear to favour the viewpoint

stand for relatively

complicated

in the light of the fact that no

of the signs exists;

transmitted

in any

may be represented

making

a mordent

all the more relevant

stroke

of the fact of an ornament

such as the mordent,

former to discover

of the single

: this has no precedent

the single and the double stroke,

contemporary

ac-

seems feasi-

to this principle,

in a descending

contemporary

which

for it is an ornament

would be suitable

Continental

type ornament

ornaments

as a possible

double backfall

the single stroke's

in which we have seen

and double-stroke

of the mordent

type.

go against

enough.

to the accenti

the alternating

as long as

however,

the lower-auxiliary

ble, the inclusion

becomes

but this view is more

the one is meant and not the other.

such an interpretation

cording

The problem

is that of distinguishing

and in which

repre-

may be added to the above interpreta-

tions if this be the case.
bility

ornament,

ornament

This

that the signs

represented

a usage

both easy to understand
Virginalists'

strokes

and to apply in practice.

are considered

that some kind of ornament
ornament

to any specific

many different
the question

ornaments

to be arbitrary

is to be played,

context,

indications

without

coupling

This still leaves

as to why two signs are employed

instead

of one, if the latter were able to stand for any ornament.
view of the lack of any contemporary
this appears

the

can the view that they involve

be substantiated.

unanswered

Only if the

to be a less probable

explanation

In

of the signs,

solution.

The positioning
presents

of the single stroke on the stem of the note
43
a particular problem in the FVB.
The majority of

single-stroke
stem

(

J),

two pieces,
p.196,

signs in the FVB are drawn through

although, occasionally,
the strokes

FVB II p.117.

through

are placed

Conclusive

the top of the

(J) .44

the stem

above the note head: FVB I

evidence

text of use for the single stroke when

as to a specific

Tregian,

for this might be carelessness

the scribe.

The prevalence

of music as the FVB, clearly
ting it in a specific
consistently
comment

manner,

of

J

haphazard

may very well apply here:
The impression

in such a large body

shows his preference

for indica-

just as the single

stroke occurs

use of these placements

Harley's
on the stem

45

I receive

is that this depends

on what he felt like when he was writing
given section

to assemble.

on the part of

at the top of the stem in Parthen~a.

on Cosyn's

con-

used other than through

the top of the stem of the note, has been impossible
An explanation

In

of the manuscript;

any

even so it

is not easy to see what he was up to.
It is impossible
meant,

although

to prove what such a differentiation
possibly

it could signify

See 2.2, where the positioning
sources is discussed.

Harley,

Ornaments,

p.179.

a ·difference between

of signs in other

A list of these is in Table 3.1.

might have

an ornament
to faster,
between

before

or on the beat, between

long as opposed

two different

ornaments.

and minims,

or on two notes together,
through

through

the single stroke is drawn
46
the top or lower note.
Though this may be signifi-

are placed

Moreover,
single

the stem of the note

and are often used in a chord

when

cant, it does not explain why other single
context

as opposed

to short, or the differentiation

In the FVB most of the placements
occur on crotchets

slower

at the top or bottom

in the sources

strokes

(f

of the stem

a single

stroke

source.

48

The impression

each copy source has a preferred
collated

between

that Bu and Wr prefer
This complicates
meaning

even

to a specific

;t- ,

on the beat, and

t

appropriate

while

a sign; in

Fo and Co mostly write

'normal' sign

as indicating
in Ex.5.58

J

a specific

of a sign on the stem of a note.

J

as indicating

one before

the beat,

a slide
is cer-

:

E.g., FVB I 75:1 :3,218:4:1;
II 51:1:T; 203:1:1; 208:5:2;

231:5:3;
386:3:3.

E.g., FVB I 72:6:3, 5:3; 249:2:5;
For instance:
233:4:1 (Jin

of writing

Tr, Co, Bu, Wr and Fo, it is evident

placement

of the

the top

gained is that

further the issue of assigning

An interpretation
tainly

manner

of the

drawn through

the stem of the note in the FVB may be drawn through

the works

47

collated with Tr, the placement

stroke often disagrees;

of a note in another

i ).

in the same

233:4:1;

II 386:1:2,

FVB I 54:1:1 (fin
Co); 56:4:1
Fo, i in Wr, ~ in Ne).

262:3:1;
1:3.
(Iin

Co);

A less dissonant

harmony

the beat in Ex.5.58(b);
Nevertheless,

results

this is, however,

it is significant

are drawn through

that in

a closer

the slide before

not an issue in (c).
(a) both single strokes

the top of the stern. They are several

apart, and point to consistency
The placing

from playing

pages

on the part of the scribe.

of the single stroke at the top of the stem bears

resemblance

it is placed

to later seventeenth-century

above the stern, thus:

forefall,

so that it is possible

placement

might well indicate

r

J

Here,

to entertain
a forefall,

as a slide.

This is, once again, impossible

the evidence

from the FVB points

ty of signs

r

occur in contexts

practice,

it signifies

a

the idea that the
in contrast

to prove;

to the contrary,
in which

where

to

1

indeed,

as the majori-

a slide would be appro-

priate.
The positioning
though,

of signs should not be discarded

as Hunter

ornament

shows in an article

signs in sources

that there are several
placement

of English

instances

of the double stroke

ly in blackened

notation,

altogether,

on the positioning
virginal

music.

in the literature

above or below

may be an indication

of

He finds

where

the

the note, especialof a specific

ornament.
nalist

49

The placement

literature

The fingering

i3 an area warranting

of the single-stroke

nal music suggests
the double stroke
of the single

: Le Huray

fingered
1 or 2.

with none fingered
appropriate.

an ornament

further

ornament

different

of the Virgiresearch.

in sources

of Virgi-

from that intended

found that the fingered

stroke invariably

and are mostly
the fingering

of signs in the whole

by

examples

occur at the top of a phrase,

4 or ~ in the right hand, none bearing
In the left hand,

4 or 5.50

1, 2 and 3 are used,

In all cases, a slide would be

The overwhelming

use of the single

stroke in the

FVB in the right hand alone, makes the slide even a more attractive

proposition,

cute the ornament

as it leaves the right hand

with

There are some contexts
single

three fingers.
in which

the interpretation

stroke as a slide seems less desirable,

harmonic

clashes

tical implications
impossible.
hand will

free to exe-

and parallel

octaves

of fingering

such as where

or where

make an onbeat

In the example below,

result in parallel

ensue,

of the
the prac-

interpretation

an onbeat slide in the right

octaves with

the bass:

D. Hunter, 'The Position of Grace Signs in MS Sources of
English Virginal Music', The English Harpsichord Magazine,
vol.3, no.51 (1983), pp.82-91.

A slide before

the beat provides

slide is played
will hardly

a solution,

although

if the

rapidly

and on the beat, the parallel octaves
51
be noticeable.
The slide is also impossible, or

at least difficult

to play, when

a single

stroke

is part of a

chord and where the single stroke occurs on the lowest note.
52
One such example occurs in the FVB:

Harley correctly

suggests

that here a slide is an impossible

interpretation, recommending
gio.53
As has been observed
as a cancellation

a short forefall

earlier,

ornament,

the single stroke

truly thorny problem,

interpreted

due to fingering

A forefall

provides

appears

reproduced

which eliminates

the fourth finger on a, a feat possible
large hand.

or arpeg-

the sign in question

sign in Tr, and is wrongly

FVB as a single-stroke
In Ex.5.61,

instead

in the
54
the problem.

as a slide presents

: a slide would

a

require

only for an extremely

a solution

here:

Similar examples in Pa are given by A. Brown in 'Parthenia:
some aspects of notation and performance', Consort, vol.32
(1976), p.181.
For two examples used in a left hand chord, see FVB I
63:2:2, II 146:4:2.
Harley,

Ornaments,

See Chapter

p.182.

3, p.117.

In other places,
stances where

disagreeable

harmonic

the s·lide starts

the other hand,

the celerity

with which

note.

perhaps

such instances,

The occasional

to Morley.
55
taken from the FVB:

interpretation

that is, a downward

it is not even

that may also be entertained.

Given below

of the single stroke
slide

from above,

in Engare two

as a double

is an idea

It would certainly

not be in-

. t e h ere: 56
approprla

See also FVB I pp.248,218,229;

On

the slide can be play-

- the false relation was much in fashion

land at the time, according

backfall,

result in in-

upon a non-harmonic

ed, may make the clash less obvious;
undesirable

clashes

FVB II p.68.

Also in.J. Wright, ed., British Library Additional
Manuscrlpt 36661 (Leicester: The Longslade Singers,
1983), p.17.

Gibbons,

This interpretation

The Woods

would be a contentious

the only source which mentions
There are two other occasions
be problematic

Ex.5.64(a),
third below,
tisfying,

although

to playa

the scribe was unable
In Ex.5.64(b),

the barline.

ted in Tr through the top of a'
same effect;
here?

might a backfall

It is interesting

the slide would
stroke:

In

and musically

sa-

In all probability

that the single stroke beit was drawn through

a slide will
stroke

is Simpson.

to play the slide from a

from d' to f#'.

to indicate

The single

for

of a slide is impossible.

it would be possible,

longed to the f#', and therefore
below.

of the single

are available

slide

v ,b.78)

one, however,

in the FVB where

the execution

no fingers

(Tu, fol.42

such an ornament

as a realization

In both instances,

so wilde

the stem

cancel out the tied g' over

is nevertheless

r

clearly

A forefall

indica-

has the

from above have been intended

to note that the single strokes

in

question

are absent

in Ne in the first, and in Bu, in the

second case.
of the single and double

The simultaneous
remains

occurrence
to be considered.57

stroke

In these, the combination

slide and tremolo with upper auxiliary

provides

of a

a satisfactory

solution:

r

f
~

The resulting
keeping
follows.

harmonic

clashes here are tolerable,

with the strange modulation
In the next example,

to a d-minor

if not in

chord which

a slide and mordent

would be

appropriate:

One may summarize,
single and double

then, the possible

interpretations

of the

stroke thus:

See FVB I 171:3:2; 132:5:4; 252:3:2; 56:1:1; 407:1:1;
335:3:4; 401:4:3; II 54:5:3; 75:3:1; 160:2:1; 200:1:2;
272:3:2.
There is one instance of simultaneous single
strokes: II 269:1:4.

(i)

The single

An ornament

stroke

(

1or J ).

of the non-alternating

ed on the beat

(~or~)i

type, usually

where harmonic

cessitate

it, before the beat.

fingering

or harmonic

or double backfall

IlJJJ)

('springer')

a forefall,

exclude

l::-;

A backfall

considerations

Less often,

considerations

a slide, play-

a slide

ne-

where

(~

).

::::::;-

(~or~),

and an accento

in a descending

context

are remote

possibilities.
(ii)

The double

An ornament

stroke

On quavers

liary is especially
ing passages,

suitable

and according

cending.

A tremoletto

mordent)

is especially

mordent

melodic

for stepwise

and disjunct

for stepwise

ascending

passages

but is similarly

it.

ces, especially

where the formula ~

a possible

The abbreviations
tremolo

realization

are explained

starting

The long
in

of a phrase,

or

and tremoletto

and the mordent

(~),

passages,

suitable

The tremolo

also be used ascending,
note with a suffix

a short

(=

ascending

or at the beginning

necessitates

descend-

also as-

as well.

stroke may at times be interpreted

of upper-main

In Ex.5.67

with the upper auxi-

to taste and fingering,

suitable

contexts,

fingering

The double

=

tremoletto

a tremolo with the

with the lower auxiliary

for disjunct

may, however,

T

a

type, usually

should be used less often,

ascending
wherever

r ).

,

of the alternating

upper auxiliary.

and mostly

( ~

descending.

as an alternation
but only in caden-

is present.

of the two signs is given.

as follows:

on the main note and alternating

with the

upper auxiliary.
tr
m

=
=

tremoletto

alternating

short mordent

with the upper auxiliary.

or tremoletto

alternating

with the lower

auxiliary.
M

=

mordent

(tremulus descendens)

auxiliary.
S

=

slide from a third below.

alternating

with the lower

.1\

.,.

~

if
T

T

T

.1\

-.r

-

4

t

-...,

T

tr

T

..

"

..-

-

L

•••

-

tr

T S

S

tr

•.

'--'

trtrtr

T

M

S

fL'

T

Lower-Higher

Lower-Lower

Higher-Lower

Higher-Higher

Other

Byrd:
2
2
2
2
3
5
4
10
3
8
2
2
3
11
2
8
5
4
4
7
6

4
7

4
3

2
3
4
8
2
4
2
2
5
3
5

(35x)
(25x)
(2x)
(29x)
(2x)
(19x)
(2x)
(2x)

7

3
2
8
2
2
6

5
2
2
8
3
3
4

(2x)
(2x)
(2x)
(3x)

2
2
3

3
2 (5x)
2

2
2
2
6

2
2

2 (9x)
4
5
2
3
8

2
5
5

2 (2x)
3
4

same/same (2x)
" /3 higher
" /2 lower
" /2 higher
" /8 lower (2x)
" /4 lower
3 lower/tie + 2 lower
rest/tie + 2 lower
2 lower/rest
rest/2 lower
12 lower/tie + 2 lower
3 lower/tie + 2 lower
5 lower/tie + 2 lower
rest/2 lower (5x)
9 lower/tie + 2 lower
4 lower/tie + 2 lower
3 lower/tie + 2 lower
4 lower/rest
rest/tie + 2 lower
6 lower/tie + 2 lower
5 higher/same
4 lower/
"
2 lower/
"
4 higher/ "
2 higher/ "
(2x)
4 lower/rest
2 lower/tie + same
rest/3 lower

(2x)

(4x)

Lower-Lower

Lower-Higher

Higher-Lower

Higher-Higher

Other

Farnaby:
2
10
2
7
5
3
3
7
2
4
2
2
8
4

2
2
5
6
6
2
3
3
3
4
4
6
3
2

(9x)
(2x)

2
3
2

2 (4x)
2
4

2
6
2
3
4

2 (17x)
2
3 (6x)
2
3

2

2

same/8 lower
8 lower/same
2 higher/same (2x)
2 lower/same (3x)
5 lower/same (2x)
8 lower/rest
3 lower/tie + same
8 lower/rest
2 lower/rest (2x)

2
2
3

6
2 (2x)
6 (2x)

2
2

2 (2x)
8

3
3
4

2
4
4

same/tie + 4 lower
/2 higher
/8 lower (2x)
/rest
/2 lower
/same (5x)
2 lower/same (5x)
2 higher/same (4x)
2 higher/rest

(14x)
(3x)
(2x)
(2x)
(2x)
(3x)
(6x)

Bull:
-6
2
2
4
3
2
11
4
3
3
8
2
9
4
7
8

4
4
2
2
2
3
3
2
10
5
8
8
8
8
4
5

(9x)

II

II

II

(3x)
(3x)

(2x)
(16x)
(2x)
(3x)

II
II

Lower-Lower

Lower-Higher

Higher-Lower

Higher-Higher

Other

Morley:
2
4
10
5
4
3
2
8

2 (4x)
4 (2x)
2
3
2 (2x)
2
8
2

4
3

2
4

2

2 (2x)

2
3

2
2

2
2
4

2 (12x)
3 (5x)
5

4

4

+ 2 lower
3 lower/tie + 2 lower
2 higher/tie + 2 lower
4 lower/tie + 2 lower

6 lower/tie

Tomkins:
2
2
3
13

2 (4x)
3 (3x)
2
2

Various

composers:

2
3
4
3
2
4
3
5
8
6
6

-_.-

3
2
2
3
2
3
4
2
2
3
4

(9x)
(7x)
(10x)
(3x)
(19x)

8
2
2
4
3

2 (2x)
2 (5x)
4
2 (2x)
2

3 lower/tie

2
2
4

4
3

4

same/2 lower
/8 lower
/4 lower
/2 higher
/same
3 lower/same
8 lower/same
2 lower/
5 lower/
2 higher/"
3 lower/rest

(3x)

II

II
II

II

II

(4x)
(2x)

+ 2 lower

II

(2x)
(2x)
(2x)
(2x)
(3x)

Lower-Lower
Various
2
6

2
2

Lower-Higher

Higher-Lower

Higher-Higher

Other

(cont)
4 (3x)
2 (2x)
8
5

rest/3 lower
rest/tie + 2 lower
2 lower/tie + 4 lower
2 lower/tie + 3 lower
8 lower/tie + 2 lower
2 lower/tie + 2 lower (4x)
4 lower/tie + 2 lower (4x)
2 lower/rest
2 higher/rest

Lower-Lower

Higher-Lower

Lower-Higher

Higher-Higher

Other

Byrd:
2
2
2
5
3
4

2 (5x)
3 (4x)
4
5
2
4

2
2
3
3

2 (46x)
3 (6x)
(5x)
3
2

2
5
2
2
6
3
2

2 (13x)
2
6
10
2
2
3

2
3
2
3
2
4

2 (20x)
4
3
2
(2x)
7
(2x)
4

5 lower/same
2 lower/same (4x)
4 lower/same
same/2 lower (5x)
same/2 higher (5x)
2 higher/same
3 higher/same (2x)
2 lower/tie + same
2 higher/rest (5x)
rest/2 higher
3 higher/rest
2 lower/rest (2x)
rest/3 lower
rest/2 lower (2x)
rest/4 higher (3x)
4 higher/same
same/rest.
same/3 higher

2
3 (2x)
2
3
3
3

2
2
6
5
4

2 (9x)
3 (2x)
2 (2x)
2
5

2

2 (3x)

2
3

2
3

same/2 higher
same/2 lower
2 higher/same
2 lower/tie + same
rest/2 lower
3 higher/rest

Tomkins:
2
2
3
4
11
5

Lower-Lower

Higher-Lower

Lower-Higher

Higher-Higher

Other

Bull:
-2
2
2
7

4
5
a
11
7

3
4
5
5
6
2

2
4
3
3
a
a
a
a
a
2
2
3
5
3
5

(9x)
(4x)
(2x)
(2x)
(4x)

2
2
4
3
3
2
2
6
5

2 (46x)
3
5
(3x)
2
(2x)
3 (2x)
4 (6x)
a
3
4

2
2
4
2

2 (20x)
6
(2x)
2
4

2
2
5
2
3
2
4
4
3

2 (26x)
(3x)
6
2
3
(3x)
2
4
4 (2x)
2
3

2
3
2
3

2 (3ax)
3 (3x)
3 (4x)
2

2

2

2
3
2
2
2

2
2
3
4
5

same/rest
same/2 higher (4x)
same/same
same/2 lower
(2x)
2 lower/same (11x)
2 higher/same
6 lower/same
3 higher/same (5x)
2 higher/rest (ax)
2 lower/rest
(2x)
rest/rest
rest/tie + 2 lower
rest/4 higher
3 lower/tie + 2 lower
6 lower/tie + 4 lower
2 higher/tie + 2 lower
3 higher/tie + 4 lower
4 higher/tie + 2 higher
2 higher/tie + same (2x)
same/tie + 2 higher

Farnaby:
2
2
5
4
2
a

2
3
2
4
a
5

(6x)
(3x)
(2x)

2 lower/same
4 lower/same
2 higher/same
same/rest
same/3 lower
same/a lower
same/3 higher
2 lower/rest
2 higher/rest

(3x)
(5x)

Lower-Lower

Higher-Lower

Lower-Higher

Higher-Higher

Other

Morley:
2 (3x)
4 (4x)
3 (3x)
4
2

2
2
2
4
6

Anon.
2
2
4
2
4
3
3
6

4
3

&

2
2
3
2
4

2 (8x)
3 (8x)
3 (3x)
4
2

3
2

4 (2x)
3

2
4
2
2

2 (8x)
4 (4x)
3
10

2
2
3
2
2
4
5

2 (11x)
3 (12x)
3 (4x)
4
5
4
4

2
3
3
4
4

2 (1Ox)
(3x)
2
4
2
3

2
3
2
4
8

2 (8x)
2
4 (2x)
3
3

same/same
same/4 lower (3x)
same/3 lower (2x)
same/2 lower
same/rest
2 lower/same
2 higher/same (2x)

Richardson:
2
4
4
3
2
2
3
2
8
8

(3x)
(4x)
(3x)
(3x)

same/2 lower
same/2 higher
same/4 higher
2 lower/same (3x)
3 higher/rest
3 higher/tie + 3 higher
rest/3 higher (2x)
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TABLE 5.3
6
4

METRIC

3
2

1

Beat

Danee forms,
variations

USE OF THE DOUBLE
2

~

~

377 11 103

STROKE

6 174

t

4

t

3

~

2

t

3

t

Galliard

249

39

170

82

139

72

Variations

270

38

173

71

277 102

Total 519

77

343 153

416 174

¢

6

9 127 11 166 15

14 418

1

Beat

t

5

1

t

2

1

3

1

4

Pavane

270

129

162

174

260

140

211

217

Fantasia

136

65

98

100

123

66

119

99

Alman

106

42

76

81

114

55

93

52

Variations (ineluding Grounds,
Masks)

216

112

157

182

213

117

191

138

Total 728

348

493

537

710

378

614

506

Beat

METRIC

USE OF THE SINGLE

~

STROKE

t

3

t

4

t

8

4

10

5

11

6

1

16

6

14

7

7

2

9

10

5

4

5

4

4

25

14

31

11

26

8

18

9

49

34

60

25

55

20

40

21

1

t

Galliard

16

6

Variations

22
38

¢

1

t

10

9

Fantasia

5

Alman

Beat

Pavane

Variations

3
2

Beat

2

1

3

1

3

3

11

2

7

24

3

21

5

13

27

6

32

7

2

Dance forms,
variations

